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SUMMARY 

 

 Carbohydrates are the most abundant class of biomolecules by mass with a diverse array of 

biological roles including cell wall structure,1-2 adhesion and signaling of cells,3-4 metabolism,5-6 and 

protein modification.7-8 They most likely played crucial roles in the origin of life, including their extant 

functions as well as assisting in the co-solubility of other biomolecules of differing polarities. Many 

analytical techniques have been applied for carbohydrate analysis, and ion mobility-tandem mass 

spectrometry is one of the most rapid and sensitive techniques available for these analyses.9-12 Ion mobility 

separates ions in the gas phase by their collision cross section, which is related to the size, shape, and 

charge of the ion in addition to external factors, such as temperature and pressure. Mass spectrometry can 

be coupled to ion mobility to analyze the mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) of these ions. 

 The work presented in this thesis aims to apply ion mobility and/or tandem mass spectrometry for 

the analysis and characterization of model prebiotic carbohydrate polymerization reaction mixtures as 

well as mono- and disaccharide derivatives and noncovalent complexes. Chapter 1 includes the 

introduction to the problems historically associated with carbohydrate isomer analysis, different types of 

ion mobility spectrometry, how these ion mobility-mass spectrometry methods can be applied to 

carbohydrate analysis, and how analytical methodology in the field of origins of life chemistry have 

developed over time. Some issues with carbohydrate analysis arise due to the large number of isobaric 

species, or molecules with the same m/z can be produced from a single monomer. This includes various 

regio- and stereoisomers. Chapter 2 presents collaborative work in which tandem mass spectrometry was 

used to analyze model prebiotic glucose oligomerization reactions developed by Dr. Zhao Li and 3-

carboxy-5-nitrophenylboronic acid (3C5NBA) mono- and disaccharide derivatives from a reaction 

developed by Dr. Li Li. Tandem mass spectrometry was used to identify the regio- and stereochemistry 

of the products of these reactions. In Chapter 3, the 3C5NBA derivatives analyzed in Chapter 2 are 

further investigated using cyclic ion mobility-tandem mass spectrometry. Cyclic ion mobility-tandem 
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mass spectrometry distinguished all four monosaccharide and eight disaccharide isomers analyzed. 

Tandem ion mobility combined with tandem mass spectrometry allowed for even deeper structural 

characterization than tandem mass spectrometry alone. 

 Noncovalent shift reagents were used in place of covalent derivatization in Chapter 4. This is due 

to the nearly instantaneous timescale for binding that could be done either pre- or post-LC separation as 

well as the ability to bind to multiple oligomers with fewer products than the 3C5NBA derivatization 

reaction. Organic acids were used as noncovalent shift reagents, and a combination of L-malic acid and 

N-methyl-D-aspartic acid could be used to distinguish eight disaccharide isomers by their collision cross 

sections. However, this would not be applicable to very complex mixtures, so high resolution atmospheric 

pressure drift tube ion mobility was necessary. This improved separations at the cost of sensitivity. To 

solve this issue of low sensitivity, a Fourier transform-based frequency modulation ion mobility method 

was developed in Chapter 5. This method was analyzed for the optimal ion mobility and mass 

spectrometry parameters. This was followed by the conclusions that could be drawn from this work and 

potential future directions to advance the fields of carbohydrate analysis both in general and within the 

field of prebiotic chemistry in Chapter 6. Appendix A details the potential for triboelectric nanogenerator 

ionization to improve the sensitivity of carbohydrate analysis by ion mobility-mass spectrometry.
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CHAPTER 1. Carbohydrate Analysis by Ion Mobility Spectrometry 

1.1. Abstract 

Emerging technologies within the field of ion mobility-mass spectrometry have been applied to 

carbohydrates to distinguish isomeric species. There are a high number of isobaric species possible for 

different lengths of oligo- and polysaccharides, with various monosaccharides able to form different 

regio- and stereoisomers. Mass spectrometry analysis of carbohydrates has historically been hindered by 

the low ionization efficiency of this class of molecules. This effect is lessened by nanoelectrospray when 

compared to traditional (micro)electrospray. Advancements in ion mobility techniques have also 

improved the potential to analyze isobaric carbohydrates. These advancements include cyclic ion mobility 

spectrometry that increases the path length of the ion mobility cell to be tailored to the analytes. 

Additionally, atmospheric drift tube ion mobility, which has high resolving power as an ion mobility 

technique, has been altered with various types of multiplexing techniques to alleviate the historically low 

sensitivity of the technique. These advanced analytical methods have been applied to more efficiently and 

accurately identify model prebiotic reaction products, including both protein analogs and carbohydrates. 

1.2. Carbohydrate Isomer Analysis 

Carbohydrates are the most abundant class of biomolecules on Earth by mass and are ubiquitous 

across all known forms of life. There is a diverse array of structure and functions within this class of 

molecules. The roles of carbohydrates include involvement in metabolic processes,5 protein 

modification,4, 7-8 and cell wall structures.1 In conjunction with these diverse functions, sugars have a large 

array of potential structures. This included different lengths of oligo- and polysaccharides, which would 

have different mass-to-charge ratios (m/z) and be differentiated by mass spectrometry. However, within 

one m/z, there are many possible isobaric carbohydrate structures with varying regio- and stereochemistry 

as well as different monomeric unit composition. 
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There have been many analytical methods developed for the analysis of isobaric carbohydrates 

including nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, tandem mass spectrometry, liquid 

chromatography, and capillary electrophoresis. Many analytical methods have been developed for 

oligosaccharide characterization. Liquid chromatography (LC), for example, has been extensively 

used for oligosaccharide separations, with its major advantages being high specificity for 

derivatized carbohydrates and the capability to perform quantitative analysis.13-15 LC can be used 

in conjunction with tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) to further increase specificity with 

similar or lower experiment times. MS/MS can also be used as a standalone technique to decrease 

the time required to analyze oligosaccharides, as MS/MS does not rely as heavily on derivatization 

and is much faster than LC. While MS/MS can efficiently distinguish relatively pure disaccharide 

samples, it can have limited success for the characterization of lower abundance components in 

complex mixtures of isobaric carbohydrates due to precursor ion co-selection, requiring additional 

information from another complementary technique such as NMR spectroscopy or LC for full 

characterization of these complex mixtures.16-17 

1.3. Ionization of Carbohydrates for Ion Mobility and Mass Spectrometric Analyses 

1.3.1. Electrospray Ionization 

Electrospray ionization (ESI) of neutral carbohydrates has historically been diminished by 

ionization suppression due to the low ionization efficiency of this class of biomolecules.18 This generally 

necessitates derivatization reactions, chromatographic separations, or both for the analysis of complex 

oligosaccharide mixtures. In negative mode ESI, oligosaccharides are often detected as their [M-H]- ions 

or depending on the other components of the solution, as adducts of chloride, nitrite, or other ions. In 

particular, chloride and nitrite adducts were found to be more stable than the [M-H]- ions by Harvey et al. 

and producing around twice the signal detected.19 In positive mode, oligosaccharides are generally 

detected as their [M+Na]+ ions. The formation of [M+Na]+ ions occurs at high cone voltages, which can 
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cause in source fragmentation, so these two factors must be balanced.19 Longer chains of oligosaccharides 

tend to ionize less well and are thereby more difficult to detect.20 This effect is lessened when using 

nanoelectrospray (nESI) instead of standard microelectrospray.21-22 

1.3.2. Triboelectric Nanogenerator Ionization 

Across all IM-MS techniques, carbohydrate analysis is made more difficult by the low 

ionization yields of this class of molecules.23-24 A systematic study of ESI and triboelectric 

nanogenerator (TENG) ionization, a technique that was first reported as an ion source for MS by 

Li et al. in 2017,25 is necessary to attempt to address this problem. TENG involves the use of two 

electrodes with mechanical motion of another triboelectric layer to generate charge, which can be 

applied through an electrode in a sample solution to ionize molecules for MS analysis.25 TENG 

has previously been shown to have unique properties relative to ESI and nESI, including the 

promotion of oxidation reactions for lipid bonds26 and nanoliter sample volume requirements.27 

Ionization suppression has not yet been systematically investigated for a TENG ion source, so in 

addition to the knowledge of carbohydrate ion suppression gained, this work will further 

characterize TENG ion sources in general. 

1.4.Ion Mobility Spectrometry Separations 

Ion mobility spectrometry- first developed as “plasma chromatography” by Cohen et al.- involves 

the gas-phase separations of ions under an electric field in a neutral buffer gas.28 There are several 

types of ion mobility, two of which will be involved in this thesis work- drift tube ion mobility and 

traveling wave ion mobility. Ion mobility techniques generally separate ions on the basis of their 

collision cross section (CCS or Ω), a two-dimensional projection of the three-dimensional ion related 

to the size, shape, and compactness of the ion as well as the buffer gas used and external factors such 

as the temperature (T) and pressure (P) of the experiment. The equation below describes Ω for a drift 

tube ion mobility experiment with a constant electric field, where z represents the charge of the ion, e 
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is the charge of a single electron, kb is Boltzmann’s constant, E is the electric field strength, td 

represents the drift time of the ion, L is the length of the drift cell, and µ is the reduced mass of the 

ion and the buffer gas. 

Ω (Å2) =(
760

𝑃
) (

273

𝑇
)

(18𝜋)1/2

16𝑁

𝑧𝑒

(𝑘𝑏𝑇)1/2

𝐸 ∗ 𝑡𝑑

𝐿 ∗ 𝜇1/2 
 

1.4.1. Drift Tube Ion Mobility 

Atmospheric pressure drift tube ion mobility-mass spectrometry (DTIM-MS) of oligosaccharides 

offers a relatively high resolving power,29 but generally suffers from low duty cycle, defined as the ratio 

of ions detected to those produced in the source. This occurs because ions can only pass through when the 

gates are open, and to have reasonably useful resolution, the gates will each be open for approximately 

1% of the duration of each scan. Therefore, ions that pass through both gates will only be approximately 

0.01% of the ions produced. In order to reach the necessary sensitivity for the analysis of realistic 

mixtures, some type of IM multiplexing approach is often necessary to increase duty cycle. 

Ion mobility multiplexing involves simultaneously collecting multiple signals that must be 

deconvoluted in order to obtain an arrival time distribution (ATD). One of the most popular forms of IM 

multiplexing is based on Hadamard schemes.30-33 This approach involves pulsing the gate of the drift tube 

following a pseudorandom sequence and subsequently using the Hadamard transform to obtain the ATD 

from the raw data.30, 34 A demonstrated drawback of Hadamard-based IM methods, however, is that they 

can produce echoes and artifacts that diminish signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) gains, even with the application 

of algorithms developed to ameliorate this issue.33, 35 

An alternative approach to ion mobility multiplexing is frequency modulation-based Fourier 

transform IM (FTIM). This technique involves synchronously opening and closing two ion gates 

bracketing the IM drift region using a square wave with a linearly increasing frequency. FTIM was first 

implemented on a standalone IM instrument by Knorr et al.36 and it has been coupled with time-of-flight 
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(TOF) MS,37 ion trap MS,38 and Orbitrap MS.39 FTIM-Orbitrap MS has been applied to native protein 

analysis,39 but its performance for carbohydrate analysis has not yet been characterized in depth.  

1.4.2. Traveling Wave Ion Mobility 

Traveling wave IM spectrometry (TWIMS) is an IM technique in which the mobility 

separator is comprised of a series of electrodes enclosed in a gas filled cell. This technique was 

commercialized by Waters Corporation in 2007 with the Synapt series of TWIM-mass 

spectrometers.40 A series of voltage pulses is applied sequentially to each electrode, propelling 

ions through the device.41 Ions can “surf” or “roll over” the wave falling back into the preceding 

wave. Ions of lower mobility undergo more roll over events than higher mobility ions, effectively 

leading to mobility separation. Drift times (td) measured in TWIMS can be converted to collision 

cross section (CCS) using calibration procedures.42-44 A number of calibrant compounds have 

been proposed.45 

1.4.3. Cyclic Traveling Wave Ion Mobility 

Since resolving power (Rp) of an IM separator can be improved by increasing its length,46 

traveling wave ion mobility has been improved upon by increasing the length of the IM cell. In 

2017, Giles et al. developed a traveling wave-enabled, cyclic IM (cIM) instrument with multi-

pass capabilities.47 In this instrument, IM resolving power increases as a function of the square 

root of the number of passes, n (𝑹𝒑~𝟕𝟎√𝒏𝒛);47 here 70 is the approximate, single pass resolving 

power and z is the ion’s charge state. Normally, the maximum number of passes is limited by the 

so called “wrap-around” effect that occurs when the spatial width of the separated ion packets 

exceeds the length of the cIM device.48 The cIM control enables selective ejection of ions in a 

specified range of arrival times from the cIM device that can be followed by activation and/or 

further separation of product ions (IMSn).48-49 These functionalities have been used previously for 

structural studies of carbohydrate49-50 and protein ions.51 
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 Isomeric pentasaccharides, including anomers, have been shown to be able to be separated 

by the cIM system.49 Typically, isobaric mono- and disaccharides do not have sufficiently-

different CCS values to be separated by commercially-available IM systems. To mitigate this 

issue, shift reagents — ligands that can bind either covalently or non-covalently to amplify CCS 

differences between isobaric carbohydrates — have been utilized. Previous examples of shift 

reagents include alkali and alkaline earth metal cations, and 1-phenyl-3-methyl-5-pyrazolone.11-

12, 52 In recent work, we reported a new shift reagent for carbohydrates, 3-carboxy-5-nitrophenyl 

boronic acid (3C5NBA) that rapidly reacts with mono- and disaccharides, enhancing their IM 

separation.53 Due to the initial promise shown by 3C5NBA, we here evaluate its applicability in 

combination with high-resolution cIM-MS instrumentation. In addition, we utilized the tandem 

IMS (IMS2) capability to probe the possibility of interconversion between mobility separated 

mannose derivatives. 

1.4.4. Applications of Ion Mobility for Carbohydrate Analysis 

IM is an emerging technique in the field of carbohydrate separations. A study by Williams 

et al., for example, compared the characterization of sodiated N-glycans by DTIM and TWIM-

MS with theoretical modelling to investigate the gas-phase properties and conformations of those 

glycans.54 Additionally, Morrison et al. utilized DTIM-MS/MS to partially resolve five 

tetrasaccharide isomers as their adducts with several metal cations.9 Disaccharide isomers are 

generally much more difficult to separate by IM due to their smaller differences in CCS.11-12, 55 

This creates the need to utilize shift reagents and high-resolution IM in order to successfully 

distinguish them. Shift reagents are ligands that can covalently or noncovalently modify analytes 

to amplify their gas-phase CCS differences. The mobility of the analyte is thus “shifted” to less 

crowded areas of the analytical space, preventing overlaps and interferences. Previously reported 

shift reagents for disaccharide IM separations include alkali11 and alkaline earth metal cations,12, 
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54 1-phenyl-3-methyl-5-pyrazolone,52 and 3-carboxy-5-nitrophenylboronic acid.53, 56 Amino acids 

have previously been shown to have some promise for complexing with monosaccharide isomers 

to improve separations by Gaye et al.57 

1.5. Analytical Methods in the Field of Prebiotic Chemistry 

Various analytical techniques have been applied within the field of prebiotic chemistry and the 

related field of astrochemistry, beginning with paper chromatography with ninhydrin detection for the 

Miller-Urey experiment in 1953 to analyze amino acid products of a spark discharge reaction mimicking 

the conditions on the prebiotic Earth.58 With this technique, only six amino acid products were 

identified: glycine, alanine, β-alanine, aspartic acid, glutamic acid, α-amino butyric acid, and sarcosine. 

After this and some related experiments in the 1950s all analyzed by paper chromatography and gravity-

driven chromatography with large columns, HPLC instrumentation was developed and, along with 

fluorescence detection, was applied to derivatized amino acids in a samples from a meteor59 and the 

Cretaceous/Tertiary boundary of the Earth’s crust.60 Subsequently, in the 2000s, ultra performance 

liquid chromatography (UPLC) was developed, which has particles around one third the size of those 

for HPLC and shorter column lengths.61 UPLC is often coupled to MS detection for amino acid detection 

and quantitation, with applications including meteorite analysis.62 One such meteorite analysis, by 

Glavin and Dworkin, determined that there was an L-enantiomer enrichment for isovaline on the 

meterorite Murchison.62 In addition to amino acids, other organic molecules essential for the origin of 

life have been studied by UPLC-MS, notably including nucleobases. In a meteorite study, Callahan et 

al. developed a UPLC-MS method for the detection of nucleobases and nucleobase analogs.63 Three 

canonical nucleobases: cytosine, guanine, and adenine, were detected in addition to several analogs. 

 Several samples of Stanley Miller’s original experiments were re-analyzed by UPLC in 

the 2000s and 2010s to gain a more complete view of the spark discharge reaction products than the 

original paper chromatography analysis could provide. UPLC-MS is both more sensitive and has a 
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higher separation power than paper chromatography, leading to the identification of more compounds 

in these product mixtures.61 By paper chromatography, 7 species were detected: 5 identified amino acids 

and two unidentified compounds. In 2008, Johnson et al.64 identified 14 amino acids and 5 amines from 

one of Miller’s original samples analyzed by an HPLC-MS method based on that from Glavin and 

Dworkin.62 For an altered version of his original experiment, Miller also performed a volcanic spark 

reaction,58 in which he detected 5 amino acids, the UPLC-MS analysis by Johnson et al. revealed 22 

amino acids and 5 amines as products.64 Another alteration Miller made to his original experiment, 

deemed the silent discharge reaction, was also found to produce 5 amino acids by paper 

chromatography58 and UPLC-MS analysis was able to detect 11 amino acids and an amine.64 

 Model prebiotic polymerization reactions have required the development of novel 

analytical techniques as well as the application of modern standard analytical techniques. For example, 

amino acids have been found to polymerize well with a mixture of α-hydroxy acids, and these hybrid 

products, called depsipeptides, were analyzed by Forsythe et al. by UPLC-IM-MS/MS with a custom 

workup due to their differences from standard peptides and proteins.65 In terms of carbohydrates, NMR 

spectroscopy and MS/MS were used to study glucose polymerization reactions and determine the major 

regiochemistry was a 1→6 linkage.66 In order to more efficiently and accurately identify complex 

mixtures of carbohydrates, current work focuses on adding IM separations to this workflow. 
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CHAPTER 2. Tandem mass spectrometry to identify model prebiotic carbohydrate 

mixtures and derivatives 

 

Adapted from 

Li, L.; McKenna, K. R.; Li, Z.; Yadav, M.; Krishnamurthy, R.; Liotta, C. L.; Fernández, F. M. Analyst, 

2018, 143, 949-955. K.R. McKenna performed IM comparison of 3C5NBA adducts to chloride adducts 

and MS/MS analysis of 3C5NBA derivatives. 

Li, Z.; Li, L.; McKenna, K. R.; Schmidt, M.; Pollet, P.; Gelbaum, L.; Fernández, F. M.; Krishnamurthy, 

R.; Liotta, C. L. Orig. Life Evol. Biosph. 2019, 49, 225-240. K.R. McKenna performed MS/MS analysis 

of the products of the glucose oligomerization reaction. 

Copyright 2019 Springer Publishing Company 

 

2.1. Abstract 

 Tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) involves the selection of precursor ions by m/z 

followed by fragmentation and detection of the product ions. MS/MS has been extensively applied 

for the identification of oligo- and polysaccharides with variable success depending upon factors 

such as mixture complexity and the presence (or absence) of a pre-MS separation method. Here. 

MS/MS was applied to study the products of acid-catalyzed glucose polymerization reactions 

designed to mimic potential prebiotic reactions. These results complemented NMR spectroscopy 

acquired by others to determine the regio- and stereochemistry of these oligosaccharide products. 

Additionally, MS/MS was used to study the 3-carboxy-5-nitrophenylboronic acid (3C5NBA) 

derivatives of mono- and disaccharides to characterize the products of the derivatization reaction 

and identify unique fragments formed by any of the derivatives. In conjunction with IM data, 

MS/MS could distinguish six out of eight of the 3C5NBA disaccharide derivatives. 

2.2. Introduction 
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 Monosaccharides and disaccharides play essential roles in all life on earth.1, 4-5, 7-8 D-

glucose, D-galactose, D-mannose and D-fructose serve not only as the basic building blocks of 

polysaccharides important in energy storage and structural support, but are also involved in post-

translational modifications to proteins.67 Disaccharides are stable, naturally abundant, and can 

have important biological functions. For example, maltose and cellobiose are common energy 

storage molecules in plants.68 Sugars and their oligomers are an important class of biomolecules 

playing central roles in extant biology. These roles range from participating in metabolic pathways 

at the monomeric level, to serving as energy-storage units and structural scaffolds in polymers 

such as cellulose, starch and glycogen.69 Polysaccharides are one of the three major classes of 

biopolymers, with the other two being proteins and nucleic acids.69 While the chemical origins of 

protein and nucleic acids such as ribonucleic acid (RNA) have been intensely investigated both 

theoretically and experimentally, oligosaccharides, on the other hand, have received almost no 

attention except for a small number of review articles and proposals.70-71 Most of the prebiotic 

chemistry research involving sugars has been largely limited to the origin of ribose as a building 

block, and its role as one of the structural units of RNA.72 Although the formose reaction clearly 

produces a plethora of hexose and ketose sugars,73-74 uncertainty regarding the roles of the 

corresponding oligomers in the origins of life seems to have resulted in their almost complete 

neglect, with the exception of systematic investigations in chemical etiology of nucleic acid 

structure by Eschenmoser75, and studies by Weber in the context of the ‘sugar model’.76 

Given the many possibilities for prebiotic sources and pathways that could produce 

monosaccharides,76-80 it was hypothesized that a simple wet-dry cycling reaction81 of these 

monosaccharide mixtures mimicking the day-night temperature variations on early earth could 

produce oligosaccharides. In order to investigate this possibility, we chose glucose as a model 

compound because it is both one of the most abundant sugars in extant biology69 and a major 
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product of the formose reaction.82 Here, we demonstrate that glucose does indeed condense under 

model prebiotic (acid catalyzed) conditions driven by cool-wet/hot-dry cycles83-85 to form 

oligosaccharides containing up to eight monomeric units (Figure 2.1). 

 

Figure 2.1. An illustration of oligosaccharide formation by an acid catalyzed wet/cool-dry/hot 

cycling reaction of D-(+)-glucose. Each blue circle represents a glucose residue. 

 

Carbohydrate polymers have been also hypothesized to have played a central role in the 

origin of life in terms of a potential pre-RNA carbohydrate polymer world.86  In this early-earth 

scenario, sugar mixtures would have been expected to be highly complex based on the number of 

glycosidic linkages that can be theoretically formed between any of the non-anomeric hydroxyl 

groups with either an α- or β-stereochemistry at the anomeric center. Chemical analysis of such 

complex-mixtures, even at the disaccharide level, would present a major analytical challenge, 

given the plethora of regio- and stereoisomers that can be formed. 

Ion mobility-mass spectrometry (IM-MS) techniques are better suited than mass 

spectrometry (MS) alone for analysing oligosaccharide mixtures, as they offer the possibility of 

distinguishing molecular species based on both their molecular shape and their mass-to-charge 

ratio in the gas phase on the scale of milliseconds. An emerging body of work has shown that IM-

MS can be a promising tool to probe carbohydrate linkage, composition, and configuration.87-89 

However, IM-MS separation of small sugar species with similar collision cross sections (CCS), 

such as mono- and disaccharides, has proved challenging, as the resolving power of the most 

commonly available commercial instruments is in the range of 40-70.90-91 Previously reported IM 

modifications, such as manipulating the electric field in drift tube IM92 or modifying drift gas 
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composition,93 has only provided limited improvements. Labelling of sugar analytes yields 

amplified differences in CCS, potentially resulting in better resolution for any given IM instrument 

type. Noncovalent modification by alkali and alkaline earth cations,94-95 heavy metal acetate 

ions,96 chloride and acetate ions,97 and 1-phenyl-3-methyl-5-pyrazolone (PMP) covalent-

labeling98 have all been shown to improve IM-MS detection and resolution in the literature with 

varying degrees of success. However, the separations achieved in each of these studies could still 

be much improved.  

Generally, covalently labelling sugars yields more robust, reproducible, and quantitative 

results for both precursor and product ions in both MS and MS/MS experiments. Suitable labelling 

reagents must have high selectivity, reactivity, and efficiency under mild, non-destructive 

conditions. However, many previously-reported labelling reagents do not satisfy all of these 

criteria. For example, PMP labelling requires reaction at a high temperature (70 oC) for several 

hours.98 Covalent labelling of sugars with ferrocene boronic acid and 4[(2',6'-diisopropylphenoxy) 

methyl] phenyl-boronic acid requires organic solvents to dissolve the reagent and a basic pH (7.5-

9.0) to allow the reaction to proceed.99 Sugars, especially monosaccharides, are particularly 

sensitive to temperature, pH, and solvent composition, all of which can cause isomerization or 

decomposition prior to detection.100-101 Progress in this field would greatly benefit from a gentler, 

aqueous method for covalent derivatization to improve IM-MS detection and identification of 

mono- and disaccharides. 

Here, we report that a commercially-available boronic acid reagent, 3-carboxy-5-

nitrophenylboronic acid (3C5NBA), provides facile multi-site derivatization of sugars in aqueous 

solution at room temperature and unadjusted pH. This reagent, 3C5NBA, bears a carboxylic acid 

group that aids sugar ionization in negative ion mode and a nitro group that greatly enhances 

derivatization rate and pH tolerance.102-103  Derivatization produces isomers with unique CCS 
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values for each mono- and disaccharide, due to the different possible reaction sites, producing 

arrival time distributions (ATDs) with distinct patterns. Derivatization with 3C5NBA provides, to 

our knowledge, the best ion mobility separation of simple sugars reported so far in the literature. 

2.3. Experimental 

2.3.1. Materials and Reagents 

 Maltose, lactose, lactulose, sucrose, D-(+)-glucose, D-(+) galactose were obtained from 

Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Melibiose was purchased from Fluka, D-mannose was purchased 

from VWR. Isomaltose, trehalose, cellobiose, D-fructose and the derivatization reagent 3-

carboxy-5-nitrophenylboronic acid (3C5NBA) were obtained from TCI (Philadelphia, PA).  

2.3.2. Polymerization Reactions 

 Glucose and glucose disaccharides were oligomerized by Dr. Zhao Li as follows: A 6-dram 

22-ml clear glass vial containing 6 mmol (1.081 g) of glucose and 3 mL of 0.01 M HCl (pH = 2) 

was sonicated at room temperature until the mixture became homogeneous and subsequently 

heated to 50 oC for 7 days in an open vessel. After 7 days, most of the water and essentially all the 

aqueous HCl had evaporated leaving a viscous residue, which marked the end of the first cycle. 

A sample of this residue was dissolved in deionized water and analyzed by MS and 1H and 13C 

NMR. Aqueous HCl (0.01 M, 3 mL) was then added to the top of the residue without stirring or 

shaking. The reaction vessel stood at room temperature for 4-6 hours before it was dried at 50 oC 

for 7 days to complete the second cycle. This procedure was followed for subsequent cycles. 

Spectral analyses were conducted after each cycle.  

2.3.3. Mass Spectrometry for Glucose Polymerization Reactions 
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 Reaction mixtures were diluted in deionized water and directly infused into a Waters 

SYNAPT G2-S High Definition MS (HDMS) system using electrospray ionization in negative 

ion mode. Instrument settings were as follows: capillary voltage, 2.0 kV; cone voltage, 30 V; 

extraction cone voltage, 3.0 V; source temperature, 100 °C; desolvation temperature, 350 °C; cone 

gas flow, 20.0 L h-1; desolvation gas flow 650 L h-1; source gas flow, 1.00 mL min-1; trap gas flow, 

2.0 mL min-1; He cell gas flow, 180.0 mL min-1; TOF resolution mode (m/∆m= 20,000). For 

MS/MS experiments, argon was used as the collision gas. The collision energy was set at different 

values for different precursor ions in the range of 25-40 V. For samples without hydrochloric acid, 

2 µL NH4Cl was added for each mL of sample to enhance ionization efficiency immediately prior 

to analysis. Monomeric or oligomeric sugars ion species were predominantly detected as their 

corresponding [M+Cl]- adducts, with [M-H]- species detected at a lower abundance. 

2.3.4. 3C5NBA Derivatization Reactions 

 The following methods were developed by Dr. Li Li: Stock solutions of carbohydrate 

standards (1 mM) were prepared in water. A 1 mM 3C5NBA stock solution was prepared in 

acetonitrile. This solution was stable for weeks at room temperature. 5 µL of the carbohydrate 

solution were mixed with 10 µL 3C5NBA in a 1:2 molar ratio and incubated at room temperature 

for 5 minutes (for disaccharides), or 30 minutes (for monosaccharides), before dilution to 1 mL 

with deionized water and analysis by IM-MS. A 2 µL of a 0.5% NH4Cl solution was added to 1 

mL of each underivatized sugar standard (5 µM) to favor the formation of chloride adducts to 

enhance ionization, where applicable. 

2.3.5. Mass Spectrometry for 3C5NBA Derivatives 

 All drift time measurements were performed using a Waters Synapt G2 HDMS ion-

mobility mass spectrometer (Waters Corp., Milford, MA) in negative ion mode. Nitrogen was 
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used as the buffer gas. Ion mobility parameters were optimized to achieve maximum resolution 

and sensitivity: capillary voltage, 2.8 kV; cone voltage, 40 V; extraction cone voltage, 5.0 V; 

source temperature, 80 °C; desolvation temperature 150 °C; IMS wave velocity, 500 m s−1; IMS 

wave amplitude, 40 V; transfer wave velocity, 190 ms−1; transfer wave amplitude, 4.0 V; trap gas 

flow, 2 mL min-1; helium cell gas flow, 180 mL min-1; TOF resolution mode (m/Δm = 20,000). 

The cone voltage was set to 100 V to eliminate unnecessary non-covalent adduct ion clusters from 

3C5NBA at m/z 403 and m/z 596. For MS/MS experiments, the ions of interest were quadrupole-

selected and fragmented in the transfer region following IM separation, as pre-IM collision 

induced dissociation may lead to considerable heating of the ions and alterations in the mobility 

profile.104 The transfer collision energy was varied from 20 to 50 V (nominal) in increments of 5 

V for disaccharide derivatives, and from 15 to 40 V in increments of 5 V for monosaccharide 

derivatives. All major fragment ions were monitored, and the total fragment ion yield calculated. 

2.4. Results and Discussion 

2.4.1. Tandem MS Analysis of Disaccharides Formed in the Oligomerization Process 

 

The disaccharide species formed in the oligosaccharide reaction mixture following 5 wet-dry 

cycles were selected for MS/MS analysis. The results are shown in Figure 2.2 along with the 

MS/MS spectra of several disaccharide standards with a variety of regio- and stereo- chemical 

linkages including: isomaltose (α-(1,6)), gentiobiose (β-(1,6)), maltose (α-(1,4)), cellobiose (β-

(1,6)), and trehalose (α-(1,1)-α). As expected, the fragmentation spectrum of the disaccharide 

precursor ion in the reaction mixture presented a mixture of fragment ions that indicated that the 

oligomerization process produced several regio- and stereo-isomeric species. The fragment ion at 

m/z 281.10 represented the neutral loss of C2H4O2, a diagnostic ion observed for the disaccharides 

produced in the reaction mixture, as well as all of the standards with the exception of trehalose 

(1,1-linkage). Comparison of the sample spectrum with the spectra from isomaltose and 
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gentiobiose indicated the common presence of fragment ions at m/z 323.12 and 251.08, again 

indicating the presence of 1,6-linkages with both α and β stereochemistries in agreement with 

DEPT-135 13C NMR and HMBC 2D NMR results.66 The fragment ion at m/z 263.10, present in 

both the sample and also in the maltose and cellobiose standard spectra, indicated the presence of 

disaccharides with 1,4-linkages. Figure 2.3 shows similar MS/MS analysis on the trisaccharide 

precursor ion (m/z 503.17 (C18H31O16, [M-H]-) comparing the observed fragment ions for a 5 wet-

dry cycles sample with commercial maltotriose (α-(1,4)-α-(1,4)) and isomaltotriose (α-(1,6)-α-

(1,6)) standards. Peaks consistent with these two standard trisaccharides are present in the reaction 

mixture along with other peaks most likely associated with other trisaccharides. 

 
Figure 2.2. Tandem MS/MS spectrum (top) of the m/z 341.11 (C12H21O11, [M-H]-) precursor ion 

corresponding to the various isobaric glucose disaccharides formed in the reaction mixture of D-glucose 

after 5 wet-dry (night-day) cycles in 0.01 M HCl at 50 oC, and tandem mass spectra of select glucose 

disaccharide standards: isomaltose (α-(1,6)), gentiobiose (β-(1,6)), maltose (α-(1,4)), cellobiose (β-(1,6)), 

and trehalose (α-(1,1)-α). A collision energy of 25V was applied in the transfer cell of the Synapt G2-S 

mass spectrometer in all cases. 
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Figure 2.3. Tandem MS spectra for trisaccharides formed in the reaction mixture of D-glucose after 5 

wet-dry (night-day) cycles in 0.01 M HCl at 50 oC (top), and tandem mass spectra of two glucose 

trisaccharide standards including maltotriose (α-(1,4)-α-(1,4)) (middle) and isomaltotriose (α-(1,6)-α-

(1,6)) (bottom). 

2.4.2. Comparison of 3C5NBA derivative separations with chloride adducts 

A number of non-covalent and covalent modifiers have been reported that facilitate the 

detection and separation of sugar isomers in negative ion mode IM-MS.97 It has been found that 

adduct formation with chloride, being able to “bridge” hydrogen bonds in saccharides, is one of 

the best approaches in terms of isobar resolution.105 These adducts have also showed exceptionally 

stability,106-107 which greatly improves sugar ionization efficiency and detection, as well as their 

separation by techniques such as high-field asymmetric waveform ion mobility spectrometry 

(FAIMS).97 

Shown in Figure 2.4a and c, are the four monosaccharide and seven disaccharide chloride 

adduct ATDs, which can hardly be distinguished by travelling wave IM-MS experiments under 

optimized conditions. In contrast, Figure 2.4b and d show overlaid ATD plots obtained for 

3C5NBA derivatives, with much improved separation. The best resolution was achieved between 

lactose and maltose in Figure 2.4d, the drift time showing more than a 1.2 ms difference (R~3.9) 

between the main signals, approximately 7.5 times better than the 0.16 ms difference (R~1.26) in 
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drift times observed between the corresponding chloride adducts. The ionization efficiency was 

also significantly improved. In electrospray ionization, the deprotonated form of most of the 

disaccharides tested could not be observed directly without derivatization, except for sucrose and 

trehalose. Most of the detectable signals for underivatized species were either chloride adducts or 

deprotonated dimers. 

Similar to the observations for disaccharides, the electrospray ionization efficiency was also 

poor for monosaccharide chloride adducts. All species investigated showed very poor drift time 

peak shapes, as seen in Figure 2.4a.  The loose binding of chloride anions to monosaccharides and 

their aggregation led to dramatic broadening of the peaks in their ATDs, with no separations 

observed.  The covalent shift reagent 3C5NBA, providing more rigid structures, yielded narrower 

and more symmetric peaks, providing improved separation with an average 2 Å2 CCS difference, 

see Figure 2.4b. 

 

Figure 2.4. Overlay of arrival time distributions for chloride adducts of monosaccharides (m/z 215.0357) 

(a) and disaccharides (m/z 377.0858) (c), compared with the deprotonated doubly 3C5NBA-labelled 

monosaccharides (m/z 529.1012) (b) and disaccharides (m/z 691.1318) (d). 

 

2.4.3. Tandem MS of 3C5NBA derivatives 
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Even with the greatly improved IM separations provided by 3C5NBA, mass- and mobility-selected ion 

activation experiments can be utilized as additional means to confirm identifications (Figure 2.5). For 

example, trehalose and lactulose derivatives showed drift times of 5.53 ms and 5.48 ms, as shown in 

Figure 2.4d. Tandem MS experiments, however, showed that trehalose derivatives produced specific 

fragments at m/z 647.1321, 603.1528 and 310.0729, while all other disaccharide derivatives showed 

negligible fragmentation at these m/z values.  Even though melibiose showed significant drift time 

separation from other disaccharides, the cross-ring fragments at m/z 480.1078 and 426.0889 in the 

signature zone (354-691 Da) would provide additional identification information. Besides, isomaltose 

showed specific fragment at m/z 571.0848; sucrose specific fragment m/z 441.0958; cellobiose specific 

fragment m/z 511.0756, 456.0919, 396.0721, 190.0341; maltose fragments featured at m/z 631.1191, 

613.1105, 397.0979 and 190.0341 could all contribute to isomer identification and confirmation. 

Additionally, with the multi-label pattern of each saccharide derivatives in drift time, each peak resulted 

in quite different fragments, such as the first peak in maltose at 5.15 ms that produced specific fragment 

at m/z 397.0970 while the peak 2 and 3 at 5.64 ms and 6.51 ms produced unique m/z species at 613.1105 

and 631.1191. All characteristic fragments are noted in the corresponding MS/MS spectra in Figure 2.5. 

Among monosaccharides, D-glucose showed a unique fragment at m/z 441.1105 (20 V nominal collision 

energy), D-fructose did not have the common fragments at m/z 234.03 and 250.0626 as the rest of the 

monosaccharides did. The other two monosaccharides, D-mannose and D-galactose, did not produce any 

specific fragments in this mass region. 

In IM-MS, structural stability differences can also be utilized to “energy-resolve” complex ATDs, 

which allow for better identification of the constituents of an unresolved isomer mixture.104 We measured 

the fragment ion yield (FY) of twelve oligosaccharide 3C5NBA derivatives at different collision energies 

(Figure 2.6). A stepwise increase in activation energy yielded a typical FY sigmoid curve, as shown for 

the various doubly labelled species. Trehalose, which showed poor ATD resolution with lactulose and 
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isomaltose, showed a well-resolved FY curve from the other two isomers. At a collision energy of 35 V, 

the FY for trehalose was 3 times lower than that of lactulose and maltose. 
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Figure 2.5. Fragmentation spectra of mobility-resolved 3C5NBA derivatives of each disaccharide at m/z 

691.132 (collision energy = 40 V), and monosaccharide at m/z 529.10.  All characteristic fragments for 

each species are highlighted. The disaccharide neutral exact mass is 342.1162 Da, 3C5NBA is 211.0288 

and the doubly-labeled neutral product is 692.1316. Abbreviations: maltose (Mal), melibiose (Mel), 

cellobiose (Cel), isomaltose (Isomal), lactose (Lacto), sucrose (Suc), trehalose (Tre). 

 

 

Figure 2.6. Energy-resolved ion activation experiments of [M+2x3C5NBA)-H]- species. The graph on 

the left shows monosaccharide fragmentation at m/z 529.10, and the one on the right disaccharide 

fragmentation at m/z 691.132. Fragment ion yield= Total fragment ion intensity/ (Total fragment ion 

intensity+ Precursor ion intensity). 

2.5. Conclusion 
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Tandem mass spectrometry has been used to analyze glucose oligomerization reactions in order 

to further characterize the products. High resolution mass spectrometry confirmed the presence of 

oligomers from dimers up to octamers. Alongside 1H and 13C NMR data, MS/MS confirmed the presence 

of 1,6-, 1,4-, 1,3-, and 1,2- linkages with the primary linkage present being 1,6-. Given the wide functional 

roles exhibited by polysaccharides,108-112 we hypothesize that oligosaccharides that are accessible via such 

wet-dry cycles could have been readily available to facilitate prebiotically-relevant chemical 

transformations or impact the properties of other classes of molecules. This could involve (a) direct 

participation in chemical conversions and becoming part of structural scaffolds and/or (b) altering the 

physical properties of the environment (e.g. lowering water activity) by acting as gelling agents or 

viscogens. In order to further investigate the regio- and stereochemical diversity of these oligomers, a new 

boronic acid shift reagent, 3C5NBA was investigated as a shift reagent for ion mobility separation prior 

to MS/MS analysis. This reagent provides fast and simple derivatization of sugars under mild conditions, 

while preserving their original configuration, resulting in separations of eight disaccharides and four 

monosaccharides that compared favorably with those reported in the literature to date. Covalently 

modified sugars generate specific and robust fragments in MS/MS experiments, and significant 

differences in energy-resolved fragment ion yield curves, which can be used as an additional method for 

confirming sugar identity. Future applications involve coupling this method to LC separations with the 

aim of further improving resolution and peak capacity for the complete characterization of complex 

mixtures of mono and disaccharide isomers. We expect the development of such analytical tools to aid in 

the analysis of the complex mixtures of di- and oligo-saccharides that would be generated in an abiotic 

context, an endeavor that is currently underway in our laboratories.  
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CHAPTER 3. Carbohydrate isomer resolution via multi-site derivatization cyclic ion mobility-

mass spectrometry 

 

Adapted from 

McKenna, K. R.; Li, L.; Baker, A. G.; Ujma, J.; Krishnamurthy, R.; Liotta, C. L.; Fernández, F. M. 

Analyst, 2019, 144, 7220-7226. K.R. McKenna designed experiments and analyzed cIM data and cIM-

MS/MS data. A. G. Baker and J. Ujma were involved in the development of the cIM instrument, 

performed experiments, and assisted with the design of tandem ion mobility experiments. R. 

Krishnamurthy, C. L. Liotta, and F. M. Fernández assisted with the design of experiments and provided 

advisory roles. 

3.1. Abstract 

 Oligosaccharides serve many roles in extant life and may have had a significant role in prebiotic 

chemistry in early Earth. In both these contexts, the structural and isomeric diversity among carbohydrates 

presents analytical challenges necessitating improved separations. Here, we showcase a chemical 

derivatization approach, where 3-carboxy-5-nitrophenylboronic acid (3C5NBA) is used to label vicinal 

hydroxyl groups, amplifying the structural difference between isomers. We explore the applicability of 

state-of-the-art ion mobility – mass spectrometry (IM-MS) instrumentation in the analysis of derivatized 

carbohydrates. In particular we focus on the resolving power required for IM separation of derivatized 

isomers. A recently developed cyclic ion mobility (cIM) mass spectrometer (MS) was chosen for this 

study as it allows for multi-pass IM separations, with variable resolving power (Rp). Three passes around 

the cIM (Rp~120) enabled separation of all possible pairs of four monosaccharide standards, and all but 

two pairs of eight disaccharide standards. Combining cIM methodology with tandem mass spectrometry 

(MS/MS) experiments allowed for the major products of each of the 3C5NBA carbohydrate derivatization 

reactions to be resolved and unequivocally identified.   

3.2. Introduction 
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Understanding the chemical processes leading to the origins of life on Earth is one of the greatest 

scientific questions of our time.113 With the Miller-Urey experiment58 leading to decades of scientific 

research in prebiotic chemistry, the non-enzymatic origin of biopolymers such as nucleic acids and 

peptides has been studied at length.114-116 Carbohydrates are also critical components of life, and are 

responsible for maintaining cell structure, intercellular communication, and various other central 

biological processes.1, 3, 5, 7-8 As carbohydrates aid in the co-solubility of biopolymers, can serve as cross-

linkers, and provide rudimentary catalytic activity, it is highly likely they were also important for the 

development of early life on the prebiotic Earth.117  

The structures of mono- and oligosaccharides determine their properties and function, so it is 

critical that their characterization is performed beyond their molecular weight. For example, certain sugars 

are non-reducing and can protect other molecules from stress caused by pH or temperature changes, 

whereas reducing sugars can react with amino acids and other biologically-relevant molecules.2, 118-119 

Carbohydrates are structurally diverse and complex, and have received less attention in prebiotic 

chemistry when compared to peptides and nucleic acids.120-121 Polysaccharides contain a great diversity 

of monomeric units, each with several possible linkages, as well as the potential for branching. 

Additionally, each anomeric carbon can have either an α or β configuration, doubling the possible number 

of structures to be detected and resolved. Because of their identical elemental formulas, these isobars 

cannot be distinguished even with the use of ultrahigh resolution-mass spectrometry (MS). 

Several analytical methods have been utilized to characterize oligosaccharides. Tandem mass 

spectrometry (MS/MS), for example, can efficiently distinguish relatively pure disaccharide samples. It 

cannot, however, effectively characterize lower abundance components in complex mixtures of isobaric 

carbohydrates.16-17 Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy can also be very useful, but requires 

higher concentrations, and can therefore be more time consuming.122-124 Liquid chromatography (LC) has 

been extensively used for disaccharide identification, but it is relatively slow and may require 
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derivatization for higher resolution separations.13-14 Capillary electrophoresis (CE) is also an effective 

method for carbohydrate separations, but some degree of a priori knowledge about the oligosaccharides 

being separated is typically required.125-127 

Ion mobility (IM) separations coupled to mass spectrometric detection (IM-MS) have been shown 

to be a viable complement to other established, yet limited, techniques. This method requires lower sample 

concentrations than NMR, shorter analysis times than either NMR or LC and, with sufficient resolving 

power (𝑹𝒑 =
𝒕𝒅

∆𝒕𝒅
),128 can distinguish isomeric species in complex mixtures. IM separations depend on 

the mobility coefficient (K), which determines the velocity of the gas phase ions in the electric field. K 

depends on a variety of instrumental parameters, masses of ion and gas molecules, and their rotationally-

averaged collision cross section (CCS). The latter parameter can be correlated to the 3D structure of 

ions.129 

Traveling wave IM spectrometry (TWIMS) is an IM technique wherein the mobility separator is 

comprised of a series of electrodes enclosed in a gas filled cell (~2 mbar N2). A series of voltage pulses 

is applied sequentially to each electrode, propelling ions through the device.41 Ions can “surf” or “roll 

over” the wave falling back into the preceding wave. Ions of lower mobility undergo more roll over events 

than higher mobility ions, effectively leading to mobility separation. Drift times (td) measured in TWIMS 

can be converted to CCS using calibration procedures.42-44 A number of calibrant compounds have been 

proposed.45 Resolving power (Rp) of an IM separator can be improved by increasing its length.46 Recently, 

Giles et al. developed a travelling wave-enabled, cyclic IM (cIM) instrument with multi-pass 

capabilities.47 In this instrument, IM resolving power increases as a function of the square root of the 

number of passes, n (𝑹𝒑~𝟕𝟎√𝒏𝒛);47 here 70 is the approximate, single pass resolving power and z is the 

ion’s charge state. Normally, the maximum number of passes is limited by the so called “wrap-around” 

effect that occurs when the spatial width of the separated ion packets exceeds the length of the cIM 

device.48 The cIM control enables selective ejection of ions in a specified range of arrival times from the 
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cIM device that can be followed by activation and/or further separation of product ions (IMSn).48-49 These 

functionalities have been used previously for structural studies of carbohydrate49-50 and protein ions.51 

 Isomeric pentasaccharides, including anomers, have been shown to be able to be separated by the 

cIM system.49 Typically, isobaric mono- and disaccharides do not have sufficiently-different CCS values 

to be separated by commercially-available IM systems. To mitigate this issue, shift reagents — ligands 

that can bind either covalently or non-covalently to amplify CCS differences between isobaric 

carbohydrates — have been utilized. Previous examples of shift reagents include alkali and alkaline earth 

metal cations, and 1-phenyl-3-methyl-5-pyrazolone.11-12, 52 In recent work, we reported a new shift reagent 

for carbohydrates, 3-carboxy-5-nitrophenyl boronic acid (3C5NBA) that rapidly reacts with mono- and 

disaccharides, enhancing their IM separation.53 Due to the initial promise shown by 3C5NBA, we here 

evaluate its applicability in combination with high-resolution cIM-MS instrumentation. In addition, we 

utilized the tandem IMS (IMS2) capability to probe the possibility of interconversion between mobility 

separated mannose derivatives. 

3.3. Experimental 

3.3.1. Reagents and Chemicals 

Isomaltose, trehalose, cellobiose, D-fructose, and 3-carboxy-5-nitrophenylboronic acid 

(3C5NBA) were obtained from TCI (Philadelphia, PA). As stated by the manufacturer, the purchased 

3C5NBA contained both the monomer and the anhydride dimer. This was verified by detection of the [M-

H]- ions for these species at m/z 210.0 and 403.0, respectively, as shown in Figure S-1. Maltose, lactose, 

lactulose, sucrose, D-(+)-glucose, and D-(+) galactose were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, 

MO). Melibiose was obtained from Fluka. D-mannose was purchased from VWR. 

3.3.2. Multi-Site Derivatization of Carbohydrates 

Stock solutions of carbohydrate standards (1 mM) were prepared in water. A 1 mM 3C5NBA 

stock solution was prepared in acetonitrile and kept refrigerated at 5 C until used. Previously reported 
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reaction methods were utilized.53 In short, a solution of 5 µL of the 1 mM carbohydrate solution and 10 

µL of the 1 mM 3C5NBA solution were incubated at room temperature for 5 minutes for disaccharides 

and 30 minutes for monosaccharides. The reaction mixture was then diluted to 1 mL with deionized water 

prior to IM-MS analysis.130 

3.3.3. Ion Mobility-Mass Spectrometry Experiment Parameters 

Ion mobility experiments were performed using either a standard SYNAPT G2-Si (Q-IM-ToF) or 

a prototype, quadrupole cyclic ion mobility orthogonal time-of-flight mass spectrometer (Q-cIM-ToF) 

(Waters, Wilmslow, UK).101 All experiments used direct infusion electrospray ionization in negative ion 

mode. Instrument ion source settings were as follows: capillary voltage, 2.2 kV; cone voltage, 100 V; 

source offset, 60 V; source temperature, 100 °C; desolvation temperature, 250 °C; desolvation gas flow, 

600 L h-1; and cone gas flow, 50 L h-1.  For the SYNAPT G2-Si, the travelling wave height was 40 V, the 

travelling wave velocity was 500 m sec-1, the helium cell was operated at 180 mL min-1, and nitrogen was 

used as the IM gas (90 mL min-1).  For the cIM system, source parameters were the same as above; the 

helium cell was operated at 80 mL min-1 and nitrogen IM gas at 70 mL min-1. The travelling wave height 

was 35 V and the travelling wave velocity was 375 m sec-1. Mannose derivatives were investigated by 

IMS2. Following three passes around the cIM, the separated ions were selectively ejected from the cIM 

device and re-injected using a higher voltage offset (115 V), resulting in activation. Activated ions were 

then subjected to additional three passes around the cIM device. This method was meant to probe whether 

certain features in the ATD could interconvert. 

Arrival time distributions were extracted from MassLynx 4.2 into OriginPro 8.5 and fitted with 

Gaussian functions to more precisely determine peak maxima. Reported arrival times include the “dead 

time” (the time spent between the exit of the cIM and detector), which ranged from 6.29-6.78 ms for 

monosaccharide derivatives and 2.77-3.75 ms for disaccharide derivatives.  

3.3.4. Tandem Mass Spectrometry Experiments 
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For MS/MS experiments, the ions of interest were quadrupole-selected and subjected to collision 

induced dissociation (CID) in the transfer region of the Q-cIM-ToF instrument following IM separation. 

The doubly derivatized monosaccharide precursor ions were selected at m/z 529.10, and the doubly 

derivatized disaccharide precursors were selected at m/z 691.13. The transfer collision energy was 18 eV 

for disaccharide derivatives, and 12 eV for monosaccharide derivatives. 

3.4. Results and Discussion 

3.4.1. Derivatization Reactions 

 

Figure 3.1. Structures of isobaric disaccharide and monosaccharide standards utilized in this 

study. 

 

The four monosaccharide and eight disaccharide standards that were tested in this study 

are shown in Figure 3.1. Notably, maltose, trehalose, isomaltose, and cellobiose are all glucose 

dimers (i.e. glucopyranosyl-glucose isomers). Maltose and cellobiose are anomers, isomers that 

only differ in the stereochemistry of the anomeric carbon. The remaining disaccharides included 

in the study contained at least one of the monosaccharide units above. Glucose, galactose, and 

mannose are aldose epimers that differ only in their stereochemistry, while fructose is a ketose. 
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Figure 3.2. Example reaction scheme for maltose with 3C5NBA. The red circle indicates the 3-

carboxy-5-nitrophenyl group in 3C5NBA. Anhydride derivatives were mainly observed as their 

water loss deprotonated ions [M-H2O-H]-. 

 

Figure 3.3. Full scan MS data showing evidence for the presence of the anhydride dimer in the 

3C5NBA reagent. 

 

3C5NBA was selected as a shift reagent to amplify CCS differences between isomeric 

carbohydrates.53 As an example, the 3C5NBA derivatization reaction for maltose is presented in 

Figure 3.2. Here, 3C5NBA can react with two different cis diols to form two rings with either five 
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or six members as well as two trans diols on C4 and C6 to form a six-membered ring (Figure 

3.2d).131 Additionally, the 3C5NBA reagent also contains the anhydride dimer, as shown in Figure 

3.3. This anhydride, B-(3-carboxy-5-nitrophenylboronic acid)-3- carboxy-5-nitrophenylboronic 

acid, can react with two trans diols to form a seven-membered ring product (Figure 3.2a-c).132 

The number of expected products for each carbohydrate investigated as well as a breakdown of 

the products for each reagent (3C5NBA or its anhydride dimer) are shown in Table 3.1. Although 

the fact that multiple products were formed by most of these reactions may somewhat limit the 

applicability of this derivatization reagent for quantitative experiments, the availability of multiple 

CCS values could also help confirm the analyte’s identity when identifying unknowns. These 

doubly-derivatized products were chosen for further characterization by IM-MS. 

Table 3.1. The number of possible regio- and functional isomers possible for each carbohydrate when 

reacting with two separate 3C5NBA molecules (left), the anhydride dimer of 3C5NBA (middle), and the 

total expected number of structures from the derivatization reaction for each carbohydrate (right). * 

indicates that the sugar can undergo mutarotation, so more derivatives would be expected than for one 

stereoisomer. 

Carbohydrate 

# of Possible  

Boronic Acid 

Derivatives 

# of Possible 

Dehydrated 

Anhydride 

Derivatives 

Total Possible 

Derivatives 

Fructose 1 1 2 

Galactose 2 1 3 

Glucose 1 2 3 

Mannose 2 1 3 

Cellobiose* 1 3 4 

Isomaltose 1 4 5 

Lactose* 2 2 4 

Lactulose 4 1 5 

Maltose 1 3 4 

Melibiose 2 3 5 

Sucrose 3 3 6 

Trehalose 1 2 3 
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3.4.2. Cyclic Ion Mobility Separations 

 
Figure 3.4. Arrival time distributions (ATDs) of doubly-derivatized monosaccharides (m/z 529.04) 

including (a) fructose, (b) galactose, (c) glucose, and (d) mannose with a varying number of passes using 

the cIM instrument. Sections of the ATDs without features were truncated for clarity.  

 

 
Figure 3.5. Doubly-derivatized disaccharides analyzed on the cyclic IM instrument. The studied 

disaccharides were (a) cellobiose, (b) isomaltose, (c) lactose, (d) lactulose, (e) maltose, (f) melibiose, (g) 

sucrose, and (h) trehalose. Only two passes are shown in cases where the wraparound effect was observed 

after three passes. 
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Arrival time distributions (ATDs) of doubly-derivatized monosaccharides and disaccharides 

obtained after various passes around the cIM are shown in Figures 3.4 and 3.5, respectively. Each panel 

in the figure represents a single carbohydrate subjected to n=1, 2 and 3 passes around the cIM device. The 

corresponding, estimated Rp values were ~70, ~100 and ~120, respectively. As expected, the number of 

resolved features increased with n; these were attributed to positional and functional isomers with 

different 3C5NBA derivatization sites (Table 3.1). For fructose, for example, two derivatives are 

expected, and two features appeared resolved in the ATD (Figure 3.4a). Similarly, three derivatives are 

expected for both galactose and glucose, and three features were seen in their ATDs (Figure 3.4b-c). In 

contrast, six derivatives are possible for sucrose, while only three features were resolved in the ATD 

(Figure 3.5g), likely due to spectral overlap or insufficient yield of some of the derivatives. Figure 3.6 

shows the peak areas for the glucose derivative observed after one, two and three passes around the cIM. 

In line with the previous observations by Giles et al.,48 the transmission losses were minimal. 

 

Figure 3.6. Peak areas of the doubly derivatized glucose (m/z 529) ion vs. the number of passes in the 

cyclic ion mobility device. Data points and error bars correspond to average and standard deviations from 

eight measurements, respectively. 

 

Although in most cases regio- and functional isomers of derivatized monosaccharides were 

resolved after one pass (Figure 3.4), this was not the case for derivatized disaccharides (Figure 3.5). For 
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these analytes, the CCS shift introduced by 3C5NBA derivatization was proportionally smaller, and 

thus a higher number of passes around the cIM was required to resolve them. For example, only 

two isomers of doubly-derivatized cellobiose were resolved after one pass; however, after three 

passes five features were seen in the ATD (Figure 3.5a). Several other disaccharides were also 

observed to behave in a similar manner. For isomaltose, melibiose, sucrose, and trehalose, 

between two and three passes were sufficient to resolve two to three otherwise overlapping peaks. 

While further increasing the number of passes can be a powerful tool to improve Rp, there was a 

limit to the number of passes that could be performed without observing wraparound effects, as 

discussed by Giles et al.48 

Some ATD features, such as those observed for mannose derivatives (Figure 3.4d), showed 

significant fronting and/or tailing, which would normally indicate species interconversion. In order to 

investigate this further, IMS2 experiments were performed in which each of the features observed were 

isolated and activated. The presence of the same ATD with only a single peak for each of the non-activated 

and activated features indicated this was not the case (Figure 3.7), with the additional species observed at 

higher number of cycles likely being due to components that were unresolved at a lower number of cycles. 
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Figure 3.7. (A) Arrival time distribution of doubly 3C5NBA-derivatized mannose after three cIM passes, 

followed by a frontflush of the mobility peaks with arrival times lower than 30 ms and an additional four 

passes. The selection of the mobility region containing each peak (injection into a pre-cIM store) after 

three cIM passes followed by an additional four passes after reinjection is shown in B) and C), with the 

results of the same method with the addition of activation during reinjection with a voltage offset (115 V) 

shown in D) and E). If there had been interconversion between these species, two peaks would have been 

observed in the ATD after activation. 

It is of interest to compare the separation of the most abundant species of each of the pairs of 

mono- and disaccharides after three passes around cIM with that obtained using the SYNAPT instrument 

incorporating the linear TWIMS device. Figures 3.8 and 3.9 show ATDs of doubly derivatized 

monosaccharides and disaccharides obtained on the two platforms. The two-peak resolution (𝑅𝑝𝑝 =
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1.18
𝑡𝑑𝐵−𝑡𝑑𝐴

𝛥𝑡𝑑𝐵+𝛥𝑡𝑑𝐴
)46 was calculated for all possible pairs of monosaccharides and disaccharides to enable 

quantitative comparisons (Tables 3.2 and 3.3). The Rpp values calculated from cIM data were (expectedly) 

higher than the corresponding SYNAPT values, with one notable exception. For isomaltose vs. melibiose, 

the Rpp was the same for both platforms. We attributed this observation to the presence of several closely 

related structures. This phenomenon has been well documented for protein ions, with examples including 

Koeniger et al.,133 Allen et al., 134 and Eldrid et al.51 For both melibiose and isomaltose, we predicted 5 

possible derivatives, but only three asymmetric features were observed in the ATDs, suggesting the 

presence of more, unresolved components. 

Table 3.2. Two-peak resolution (Rpp) of the most abundant monosaccharide 3C5NBA derivatives on the 

Synapt and the cIM systems after three passes. 

Monosaccharide Pair Rpp (Synapt) Rpp (3 passes) 

Fructose vs. Galactose 0.14 0.53 

Fructose vs. Glucose 0.58 1.92 

Fructose vs. Mannose 0.32 1.36 

Galactose vs. Glucose 0.49 1.58 

Galactose vs. Mannose 0.23 1.00 

Glucose vs. Mannose 0.20 0.38 

 

Table 3.3. Two-peak resolution (Rpp) of the most abundant disaccharide 3C5NBA derivatives on the 

Synapt and cIM systems after three passes. 

Disaccharide Pair Rpp (Synapt) Rpp (3 passes) 

Cellobiose vs. Isomaltose 1.57 3.37 

Cellobiose vs. Lactose 0.87 1.44 

Cellobiose vs. Lactulose 1.01 3.14 

Cellobiose vs. Maltose 0.16 0.38 

Cellobiose vs. Melibiose 1.09 1.55 

Cellobiose vs. Sucrose 0.53 0.94 

Cellobiose vs. Trehalose 1.12 2.89 

Isomaltose vs. Lactose 0.63 0.99 

Isomaltose vs. Lactulose 0.32 0.50 
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Isomaltose vs. Maltose 1.26 2.94 

Isomaltose vs. Melibiose 0.07 0.07 

Isomaltose vs. Sucrose 1.97 4.69 

Isomaltose vs. Trehalose 0.13 0.88 

Lactose vs. Lactulose 0.24 0.67 

Lactose vs. Maltose 0.64 1.17 

Lactose vs. Melibiose 0.50 0.60 

Lactose vs. Sucrose 1.30 2.16 

Lactose vs. Trehalose 0.39 0.42 

Lactulose vs. Maltose 0.79 2.67 

Lactulose vs. Melibiose 0.29 0.31 

Lactulose vs. Sucrose 1.38 4.60 

Lactulose vs. Trehalose 0.16 0.39 

Maltose vs. Melibiose 0.92 1.38 

Maltose vs. Sucrose 0.62 1.36 

Maltose vs. Trehalose 0.91 2.41 

Melibiose vs. Sucrose 1.36 1.93 

Melibiose vs. Trehalose 0.15 0.47 

Sucrose vs. Trehalose 1.45 4.40 
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Figure 3.8. Doubly 3C5NBA-derivatized monosaccharides analyzed on the Synapt G2-Si (left) and 

after three passes on the cIM instrument (right).

 

Figure 3.9. Doubly 3C5NBA-derivatized disaccharides analyzed on a SYNAPT instrument (left) and the 

same analytes after three passes in the cyclic IM instrument (right). The right ATD for sucrose is shown 

after only two passes due to the observation of wraparound effects after three passes. 

 

3.4.3. Structural Analysis by Tandem Mass Spectrometry 

The ATD features that are resolved after 3 passes were investigated in more detail using post-IM 

collision induced dissociation (CID). Because no further IM separation takes place, ATDs of product ions 

are time-aligned with precursor ATD features. Thus, diagnostic product ions can be used to deduce 

3C5NBA derivatization sites in precursor isomers as well as to identify isomers not fully resolved in ATD 

space. 
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Figure 3.10. Post-IM CID experiment on doubly-derivatized maltose.  (a) ATD of precursor ions after 3 

passes around the cIM device; three features are resolved (I at 41.5 ms, II at 45.7 ms, and another feature 

formed from two partially unresolved peaks III at 52.8 ms and IV at 55.4 ms).  (b) The proposed structural 

assignments for features I-IV in Figure 5 are based upon the fragmentation patterns shown. Fragment m/z 

correspond with Figure S-6: (a) 654 (C26H22B2N2O17), (b) 529 (C20H17B2N2O14), (c) 504 

(C18H16B2N2O14), (d) 485 (C18H19BNO14), (e) 451 (C18H11B2N2O11), (f) 436 (C17H8B2N2O11), (g) 396 

(C15H16BNO11), (h) 392 (C16H16BNO10), (i) 354(C13H14BNO10), (j) 353 (C13H13BNO10), (k) 294 

(C11H10BNO8), (l) 281 (C14H9BNO5), (m) 255 (C12H7BNO5), (n) 234 (C9H6BNO6), and (o) 222 

(C8H6BNO6). Fragments h, l, and m require rearrangements and are therefore not included in this figure. 

** represents a loss of one 3-carboxy-5-nitrophenyl-borane group. 

 

The proposed structural assignments of features resolved in the ATD of doubly-derivatized 

maltose provide an interesting example of the post-IM CID capabilities of the cIM system (Figure 3.10). 

Four main mobility features were identified (I-IV), with corresponding CID product ion spectra presented 

in Figure 3.11 a-d, respectively. The ATD for each of these fragments is shown in Figure 3.12. Certain 

fragments aligned almost entirely with a single ATD peak, such as m/z 654, 485, and 451 aligned with 

feature I, II, and IV, respectively (Figure 3.12a,d,e). Most fragments aligned with at least two of the peaks, 

such as m/z 529 and 354 (Figure 3.12b,i). A summary of the correlation of each fragment’s m/z and arrival 

time distribution is shown in Figure 3.13. The dominant m/z peaks produced from feature I were m/z 396 

(C15H15BNO11), 294 (C11H9BNO8), and 354 (C13H13BNO10), which corresponded to a 3,4 cross-ring 

cleavage on the former reducing end of the sugar, a 1,2 cross-ring cleavage on the non-reducing end, and 

a cleavage of the glycosidic bond followed by a proton transfer, respectively (Figure 3.10). These 
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fragments are only plausible for a derivative with each 3C5NBA molecule on a separate glucose residue, 

such as the product shown in Figure 3.2d. The most abundant product ions that originated from feature II 

are m/z 485 (C19H15B2N2O12), which was produced by a 2,6 ring cleavage followed by a proton transfer, 

353 (C13H12BNO10) from a loss of one 3-carboxy-5-nitrophenyl-borane (** in Figure 3.10) and a cleavage 

of the glycosidic bond, 396 (C15H15BNO11), from the same ** loss followed by a 3,4 ring cleavage on the 

former reducing end of the sugar, and 294 (C11H9BNO8), from the loss of ** followed by a 3,6 ring 

cleavage on the non-reducing end (Figure 3.10). For feature III, the major fragments were m/z 504 

(C18H16B2N2O14), which originated from a loss of ** followed by the cleavage of the glycosidic bond and 

436 (C18H11B2N2O10), originating from the cleavage of the glycosidic bond, a 1,4 ring cleavage, a loss of 

an oxygen atom, and a water loss (Figure 3.10). The most abundant fragments for feature IV are m/z 354 

and 529, which have been described for other features as well as m/z 255 (C12H7BNO5), which requires 

rearrangement to be produced. Interestingly, the diagnostic product ion at m/z 529 can only be produced 

by the 3C5NBA anhydride dimer reacting with two trans diols on the maltose unit (Figure 3.2a-c) and not 

with two 3C5NBA molecules reacting with two cis diols each on maltose. Certain fragments only 

appeared in significant yields for one feature, leading to the possibility for tentative structural 

identification, as shown in Figures 3.9 and 3.10. For example, m/z 654 (C26H22B2N2O17) was unique for 

feature I, m/z 485 (C18H19BNO14) was unique for feature II, m/z 436 (C17H8B2N2O11) was unique for 

feature III, and m/z 451 (C18H11B2N2O11) was unique for feature IV. 
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Figure 3.11. Tandem MS spectra shown in a-d correspond to CID product ions generated from features 

I-IV in the maltose derivative ATDs in Figure 3.10. 
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Figure 3.12. ATDs for the doubly 3C5NBA-derivatized maltose precursor and MS/MS product ions at 

m/z (a) 654 (C26H22B2N2O17), (b) 529 (C20H17B2N2O14), (c) 504 (C18H16B2N2O14), (d) 485 (C18H19BNO14), 

(e) 451 (C18H11B2N2O11), (f) 436 (C17H8B2N2O11), (g) 396 (C15H16BNO11), (h) 392 (C16H16BNO10), (i) 

354(C13H14BNO10), (j) 353 (C13H13BNO10), (k) 294 (C11H10BNO8), (l) 281 (C14H9BNO5), (m) 255 

(C12H7BNO5), (n) 234 (C9H6BNO6), and (o) 222 (C8H6BNO6). Certain fragments that correspond to the 

lowest abundance isomer III show some deviation in drift time, most likely due to low abundance and the 

overlap between III and IV convoluting the drift times.  
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Figure 3.13. A 2-dimensional plot showing the correlation between m/z and drift time of each of the 

doubly 3C5NBA-derivatized maltose MS/MS fragments. 

 

IM-CID-MS experiments can also aid with identification of the carbohydrates investigated, which 

would be particularly beneficial for analysis of a mixture containing various saccharides. For example, 

based on 3-pass ATD information alone, mannose could not be mobility separated from glucose (Rpp = 

0.38); and fructose could not be separated from galactose (Rpp = 0.53). However, the combined technique 

of IM-CID-MS distinguished mannose and glucose by their unique diagnostic product ions at m/z 438.97 

for mannose and 402.96, 353.97, and 441.02 for glucose (Table 3.4). Fructose and galactose also had 

unique product ions that distinguished them, as the fructose derivative produced the product ions at m/z 

438.97 and 441.02, which galactose did not. Galactose produced product ions at m/z 353.97, 384.94, and 

402.96, which fructose did not. Only galactose displayed a unique product ion at m/z 468.99.  
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Table 3.4. MS/MS fragments observed for each monosaccharide derivative. Unique fragments are 

highlighted in yellow. Highlighted in blue are fragments that can distinguish isomers that have less than 

1.00 resolution at three cIM passes without including isomers that are separated in the mobility dimension. 

Fructose Galactose Glucose Mannose 

165.90 165.90 165.90 165.90 

191.89 191.89 191.89 191.89 

209.90 209.90 209.90 209.90 

219.92 219.92 219.92 219.92 

263.92 263.92 263.92 263.92 

293.93 293.93 293.93 293.93 

317.94 317.94 317.94 317.94 

335.95 335.95 335.95 335.95 

 353.97 353.97  

 384.94 384.94 384.94 

 402.96 402.96  

438.97   438.97 

441.02  441.02  

 468.99   

  511.01 511.01 

 

For the eight disaccharide derivatives, unique product ions were seen for lactulose (m/z 493.08, 

469.07), maltose (m/z 678.19, 558.10), melibiose (m/z 480.04), sucrose (m/z 194.89), and trehalose (m/z 

675.15, 424.95), as described in Table 3.5. Doubly-derivatized disaccharides that could not be 

differentiated based on IM separation alone were cellobiose/sucrose and isomaltose/lactulose/trehalose. 

Cellobiose generated diagnostic product ions at m/z 631.1, 485.023, and 456.03 that were not observed 

for sucrose (Table 3.5). Isomaltose produced ions at m/z 631.10, 441.02, 409.03, 395.99, 349.00, and 

275.92 that did not appear for either lactulose or trehalose (Table 3.5). In summary, combining high-
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resolution IM separations with post IM CID is clearly useful for identifying these sugar derivatives and 

pursuing in depth analysis of their structural characteristics. 

Table 3.5. MS/MS fragments listed for each disaccharide derivative. Unique fragments are highlighted 

in yellow. 

Cellobiose Isomaltose Lactose Lactulose Maltose Melibiose Sucrose Trehalose 

    683.15  683.15 683.15 

    678.19    

       675.15 

 673.13 673.13 673.13     

    668.16  668.16  

 655.11    655.19   

      647.14 647.14 

631.11 631.10 631.19   631.19   

613.09  613.08   613.98 613.97  

      603.13 603.13 

  571.15  571.06 571.15   

    558.10    

529.03 529.03 529.03 529.03 529.03 529.03 529.03 529.03 

    516.07   516.08 

511.02 511.01 511.02 511.02   511.10 511.11 

   493.08     

485.02 485.02      485.02 

     480.04   

   469.07     

456.03 456.03 456.03   456.03   

 441.02     441.02 441.03 

       424.95 

 409.03 409.04  409.04    

395.99 395.99 395.99  395.99 395.99   

   367.02   367.02  

353.97 353.97 353.97 353.97 354.00 353.97 353.97 353.97 

 349.00    349.00 349.00  
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335.95 335.95 335.95 335.95 335.95 335.95 335.95 335.96 

317.94 317.94 317.94 317.94 317.94 317.94 317.94  

  309.97 309.97 309.97   309.97 

293.93 293.93 293.93 293.93 293.93 293.93 293.93 293.94 

 275.92    275.92   

263.92 263.92 263.92 263.92 263.92 263.92 263.92 263.92 

249.94 249.93 249.93 249.93  249.94 249.93 249.94 

233.90 233.90 233.90 233.90 233.90 233.90 233.90 233.94 

219.92 219.92 219.92 219.92 219.92 219.92 219.92 219.92 

209.90 209.90 209.90 209.90 209.90 209.90 209.90 209.90 

      194.89  

   191.8863  191.88   

189.91 189.90 189.91  189.91 189.91 189.90 189.90 

165.89 165.91 165.91 165.91 165.88 165.90 165.89 165.90 

 

3.5. Conclusion 

 Separations with cIM allowed for the identification and structural characterisation of 

3C5NBA derivatives of mono- and disaccharides. After 3 passes around the cIM device (Rp~120), 

3C5NBA carbohydrate derivatives were resolved in all cases for four monosaccharide standards, 

and all but two cases for eight disaccharide standards. Additional passes could improve 

separations of isomers with overlapping ATDs; however, there is a limit to the number of 

additional passes that maybe performed. In the future, novel cIM methods using a selection based 

upon ion mobility in an analogous way to heartcuts in chromatography will help to overcome 

these issues.48-49 This methodology involves the selection of a window of arrival times similar to 

m/z selection in MS/MS. This would allow for a greater number of passes to be performed for 

these analytes, which would further enhance separations. With the improved resolving power 

made accessible by these techniques, cIM-MS/MS may be a viable method to characterize 
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complex mixtures of carbohydrates. These methods could then be utilized to study mixtures of 

carbohydrates formed under abiotic conditions, which are currently under investigation in our 

laboratory. 
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CHAPTER 4. Organic Acid Shift Reagents for the Discrimination of Carbohydrate Isobars by 

Ion Mobility-Mass Spectrometry  

Adapted from 

McKenna, K. R.; Li, L.; Krishnamurthy, R.; Liotta, C. L.; Fernández, F. M. Analyst, 2020, 145, 8008-

8015. K. R. McKenna designed and performed the experiments within this chapter. L. Li developed the 

idea for using amino and α-hydroxy acids as IM shift reagents for disaccharides. R. Krishnamurthy, C. L. 

Liotta, and F. M. Fernández assisted with the design of experiments and provided advisory roles. 

4.1. Abstract 

Carbohydrates are the most abundant class of biomolecules on Earth with a diverse array of 

biological functions. It is hypothesized that they likely had an important role in the development of life 

on the primoridal Earth as well. Since sugars have a variety of possible isobaric structures, it is necessary 

to characterize oligosaccharides beyond their molecular weight. Ion mobility-mass spectrometry (IM-MS) 

is a promising characterization technique for this purpose, as it is based on differences in charge and 

collision cross section (CCS). This study reports on the use of new noncovalent ligands as shift reagents 

to aid in the IM separations of disaccharides. A variety of organic acids were tested as shift reagents with 

traveling wave IM with the most promising ones being further investigated by drift tube IM. Drift tube 

IM provided higher resolution separations for the large majority of disaccharide complexes studied. 

Combining CCS results of the two most promising shift reagents allowed for the complete differentiation 

of all eight disaccharide standards examined in this study. 

4.2. Introduction 

Understanding the chemical processes leading to the origins of life on Earth is one of the 

greatest scientific questions of our time.113 With the Miller-Urey experiment58 leading to decades 

of scientific research in prebiotic chemistry, the non-enzymatic origin of biopolymers such as 

nucleic acids and peptides has been studied at length.114-116 Carbohydrates are also critical 
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components of life, and are responsible for maintaining cell structure, intercellular 

communication, and various other central biological processes.1, 3, 5, 7-8 As carbohydrates aid in the 

co-solubility of biopolymers, can serve as cross-linkers, and provide rudimentary catalytic 

activity, it is highly likely they were also important for the development of early life on the 

prebiotic Earth.117  

The structures of mono- and oligosaccharides determine their properties and function, so it 

is critical that their characterization is performed beyond their molecular weight. For example, 

certain sugars are non-reducing and can protect other molecules from stress caused by pH or 

temperature changes, whereas reducing sugars can react with amino acids and other biologically-

relevant molecules.2, 118-119 Carbohydrates are structurally diverse and complex, and have received 

less attention in prebiotic chemistry when compared to peptides and nucleic acids.120-121 

Polysaccharides contain a great diversity of monomeric units, each with several possible linkages, 

as well as the potential for branching. Additionally, each anomeric carbon can have either an α or 

β configuration, doubling the possible number of structures to be detected and resolved. Because 

of their identical elemental formulas, these isobars cannot be distinguished even with the use of 

ultrahigh resolution-mass spectrometry (MS). 

Several analytical methods have been utilized to characterize oligosaccharides. Tandem 

mass spectrometry (MS/MS), for example, can efficiently distinguish relatively pure disaccharide 

samples. It cannot, however, effectively characterize lower abundance components in complex 

mixtures of isobaric carbohydrates.16-17 Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy can also 

be very useful, but requires higher concentrations, and can therefore be more time consuming.122-

124 Liquid chromatography (LC) has been extensively used for disaccharide identification, but it 

is relatively slow and may require derivatization for higher resolution separations.13-14 Capillary 
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electrophoresis (CE) is also an effective method for carbohydrate separations, but some degree of 

a priori knowledge about the oligosaccharides being separated is typically required.125-127 

Ion mobility (IM) separations coupled to mass spectrometric detection (IM-MS) have been 

shown to be a viable complement to other established, yet limited, techniques. This method 

requires lower sample concentrations than NMR, shorter analysis times than either NMR or LC 

and, with sufficient resolving power (𝑹𝒑 =
𝒕𝒅

∆𝒕𝒅
),128 can distinguish isomeric species in complex 

mixtures. IM separations depend on the mobility coefficient (K), which determines the velocity of 

the gas phase ions in the electric field. K depends on a variety of instrumental parameters, masses 

of ion and gas molecules, and their rotationally-averaged collision cross section (CCS). The latter 

parameter can be correlated to the 3D structure of ions.129 

Traveling wave IM spectrometry (TWIMS) is an IM technique wherein the mobility 

separator is comprised of a series of electrodes enclosed in a gas filled cell (~2 mbar N2). A series 

of voltage pulses is applied sequentially to each electrode, propelling ions through the device.41 

Ions can “surf” or “roll over” the wave falling back into the preceding wave. Ions of lower mobility 

undergo more roll over events than higher mobility ions, effectively leading to mobility 

separation. Drift times (td) measured in TWIMS can be converted to CCS using calibration 

procedures.42-44 A number of calibrant compounds have been proposed.45 Resolving power (Rp) 

of an IM separator can be improved by increasing its length.46 Recently, Giles et al. developed a 

traveling wave-enabled, cyclic IM (cIM) instrument with multi-pass capabilities.47 In this 

instrument, IM resolving power increases as a function of the square root of the number of passes, 

n (𝑹𝒑~𝟕𝟎√𝒏𝒛);47 here 70 is the approximate, single pass resolving power and z is the ion’s charge 

state. Normally, the maximum number of passes is limited by the so called “wrap-around” effect 

that occurs when the spatial width of the separated ion packets exceeds the length of the cIM 

device.48 The cIM control enables selective ejection of ions in a specified range of arrival times 
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from the cIM device that can be followed by activation and/or further separation of product ions 

(IMSn).48-49 These functionalities have been used previously for structural studies of 

carbohydrate49-50 and protein ions.51 

 Isomeric pentasaccharides, including anomers, have been shown to be able to be separated 

by the cIM system.49 Typically, isobaric mono- and disaccharides do not have sufficiently-

different CCS values to be separated by commercially-available IM systems. To mitigate this 

issue, shift reagents — ligands that can bind either covalently or non-covalently to amplify CCS 

differences between isobaric carbohydrates — have been utilized. Previous examples of shift 

reagents include alkali and alkaline earth metal cations, and 1-phenyl-3-methyl-5-pyrazolone.11-

12, 52 In recent work, we reported a new shift reagent for carbohydrates, 3-carboxy-5-nitrophenyl 

boronic acid (3C5NBA) that rapidly reacts with mono- and disaccharides, enhancing their IM 

separation.53 Due to the initial promise shown by 3C5NBA, we here evaluate its applicability in 

combination with high-resolution cIM-MS instrumentation. In addition, we utilized the tandem 

IMS (IMS2) capability to probe the possibility of interconversion between mobility separated 

mannose derivatives. 

4.3. Experimental 

4.3.1. Reagents and Chemicals 

Isomaltose, trehalose, and cellobiose were obtained from TCI (Philadelphia, PA). Maltose, 

lactose, lactulose, sucrose, NMDA, arginine, tyrosine, lactic acid, 2-hydroxyhexanoic acid, N-

methyl-L-glutamic acid, citric acid, and N-methyl-DL-aspartic acid were purchased from Sigma 

Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Melibiose was obtained from Fluka. L-malic acid and L-tartaric acid 

were purchased from VWR (Radnor, PA). 

4.3.2. Noncovalent Modification of Carbohydrates 
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Stock solutions (1 mM) of carbohydrate standards (cellobiose, isomaltose, lactose, 

lactulose, maltose, melibiose, sucrose, and trehalose) and shift reagents (L-malic acid, NMDA, 

tyrosine, lactic acid, 2-hydroxyhexanoic acid, tartaric acid, arginine, N-methyl-L-glutamic acid, 

N-methyl-DL-aspartic acid, and citric acid) were prepared in water. Five µL of the 1 mM 

carbohydrate solution and 5 µL of the 1 mM shift reagent solution were added to 990 µL of 

unbuffered deionized water prior to analysis. 

4.3.3. Traveling Wave Ion Mobility-Mass Spectrometry Analysis 

Traveling wave arrival time distribution (ATD) measurements were performed using 

SYNAPT G2 and G2-S HDMS ion mobility-mass spectrometers (Waters Corp., Wilmslow, UK). 

All experiments used direct infusion electrospray ionization. Ion source settings for positive and 

negative ion mode were as follows, respectively: capillary voltage, 3.0/-2.5 kV; cone voltage, 40 

V; source temperature, 80 °C; desolvation temperature, 100/150 °C; desolvation gas flow 500 L 

h-1;  cone gas flow, 0 L h-1.  The travelling wave velocity was 500 m sec-1 with a wave height of 

40 V. Nitrogen was used as the drift gas in all cases. TWIMCCSN2 calibration in negative ion mode 

was performed with both polyalanine and polymalic acid according to the methods reported by 

Forsythe et al.130 In positive ion mode, TWIMCCSN2 calibration was performed using polyalanine 

as the sole calibrant, following CCS values reported by Bush et al.130, 135 Tandem MS experiments 

were performed without IM on the Synapt G2-S instrument with collision energies of 1 and 2 eV 

and LM resolution values of 15 and 9 for positive and negative ion modes, respectively. For 

negative ion mode MS/MS experiments, the concentration for both lactose and L-malic acid were 

10 μM. For positive ion mode MS/MS experiments, the concentration for lactose and NMDA acid 

were 5 and 50 μM, respectively. These concentrations were determined empirically to produce 

signals for MS/MS with good signal-to-noise ratios. For breakdown curve MS/MS experiments, 
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an equal concentration of 35 μM of lactose and each respective shift reagent was used. The 

resulting sigmoidal curves were fit in Origin 8.5 to determine their inflection points. 

4.3.4. Molecular Dynamics Calculations 

The L-malic acid and NMDA complexes for each of the eight disaccharide standards were 

investigated by density functional theory calculations based on those reported by Zheng et al.136 

Two-dimensional structures for each of the eight standards and the two shift reagents were 

obtained from Chemspider as .mol files.137 The Chemaxon Marvin Suite was used to calculate the 

pKa of each hydrogen on each molecule to determine the most likely shift reagent binding sites. 

Avogadro was utilized to convert the two-dimensional structures into three-dimensional 

structures, as well as combining the disaccharide and shift reagent into the same file.138 

Preliminary geometry optimization was performed in Avogadro, followed by further optimization 

in NWChem139 at the B3LYP theory level140 using the 6-31G(d) basis set.141 

4.3.5. Drift Tube Ion Mobility Experiments 

An EXCELLIMS MA3100 drift tube ion mobility spectrometer was coupled with an 

Orbitrap mass spectrometer for DTIM measurements at atmospheric pressure, as described 

previously by Keelor et al.142 The drift gas temperature was 100 ⁰C for positive ion mode 

experiments and 90 ⁰C for negative ion mode experiments. The electrospray ion source was operated 

at 2.3 kV and -2.2 kV in positive and negative ion modes, respectively. The maximum injection 

time for the Orbitrap was set to 1000 ms. The length of the drift tube was 10.55 cm, and electric 

fields in the 758-853 V cm-1 range were used. Gating voltages of 60 V for gate 1, and 81 V for 

gate 2 were empirically optimized to maximize ion transmission without excessive ion gate 

leakage. The drift gas was infused at 2.00 L min-1. and removed at 0.50 L min-1 to keep the system 

at atmospheric pressure (~740 Torr in Atlanta, GA, USA). The EXCELLIMS software program 

VisIon was used in “scan mode” to pulse the gates for 200 μs, with a delay of 20 ms between gates. 
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Results were manually extracted from the Orbitrap software Xcalibur to Excel, and then processed in 

Origin 8.5. 

4.4. Results and Discussion 

4.4.1. Noncovalent Modification 

 

Figure 4.1. Structures of the isobaric disaccharides examined in this study. 

 

The eight disaccharide analytes tested in this study are depicted in Figure 4.1. Maltose, 

trehalose, isomaltose, and cellobiose are all glucopyranosyl-glucose isomers. The remaining 

disaccharides included in the study contained glucose, galactose, and fructose as monomeric units. 
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One pair of anomers, maltose and cellobiose, was included with the purpose of evaluating the 

utility of the studied shift reagents for distinguishing closely related stereoisomers. 

4.4.2. Traveling Wave Ion Mobility Separations 

Figure 4.2. Overlaid arrival time distributions for the [M-H]- ion of each of the eight disaccharide 

analytes studied. No shift reagents were used in these experiments, which were conducted by 

direct infusion on a Synapt G2 TWIM-MS system in negative mode with nitrogen as the buffer 

gas. The wave height and wave velocity were 40 V and 500 m s-1, respectively. 

 

Initial TWIM experiments without the addition of shift reagents showed that none of these 

disaccharides could be separated as their [M-H]- ions, as seen in Figure 4.2. This was in agreement 

with previous studies, including one by Li et al., which demonstrated that the use of ion adduction 

or clustering was required to separate disaccharide-derived monosaccharide-glycolaldehyde 

isomers using a TWIM-based approach.143 As seen in Figure 4.2, all of the ATDs overlapped 

nearly completely, with none of them being baseline resolved. The TWIMCCSN2 values for the [M-

H]- ions of the eight disaccharide standards are recorded in Table 4.1. These TWIMCCSN2 values 

varied from 159.6 for maltose to 163.9 for trehalose. This is a relative difference of 2.6% for the 

highest and lowest CCS analytes. When an established noncovalent shift reagent such as sodium, 

potassium, or chloride was added, a modest separation for certain pairs was observed, as shown 

in Figure 4.3.11 For example, sucrose and maltose were partially resolved (Rpp = 

𝟏. 𝟏𝟖 (
𝒕𝒅𝑩−𝒕𝒅𝑨

𝜟𝒕𝒅𝑩+𝜟𝒕𝒅𝑨
) = 𝟎. 𝟖𝟒) as their potassium adducts. It was noted, however, that improvements 
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in the separation were still needed to resolve other disaccharides, which is of particular importance 

in more complex mixtures where various species could co-exist. 

Table 4.1. Ion-neutral CCS values for disaccharide [M-H]- ions calculated from negative ion 

mode TWIM-MS experiments performed on the Synapt G2 platform, using polyalanine as a 

calibrant. The error represents the 95% confidence interval from three trials. 

 
TWIMCCSN2 (Å2) 

polyalanine 

Cellobiose 163.2 ± 0.4 

Isomaltose 161.1 ± 0.4 

Lactose 163.2 ± 0.4 

Lactulose 161.8 ± 0.4 

Maltose 159.6 ± 0.4 

Melibiose 160.4 ± 0.4 

Sucrose 161.1 ± 0.4 

Trehalose 163.9 ± 0.4 

 

To this end, ten different α-amino or α-hydroxy acids (L-malic acid, NMDA, tyrosine, 

lactic acid, 2-hydroxyhexanoic acid, tartaric acid, arginine, N-methyl-L-glutamic acid, N-methyl-

DL-aspartic acid, and citric acid) were evaluated for their potential as non-covalent IM shift 

reagents. These candidates were selected based on previous reports on some amino acids showing 

promise for monosaccharide separations.57 Of the ten candidates tested, citrate was the only shift 

reagent considered that showed no detectable binding to any of the disaccharides investigated in 

this study under the studied conditions. This is likely due to citrate ionizing much more efficiently 

than the citrate-disaccharide noncovalent complexes. 
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Figure 4.3. Overlaid arrival time distributions for (a) [M+Cl]- ions in negative mode, (b) [M+Na]+ ions 

in positive mode, and (c) [M+K]+ ions in positive mode, for each of the eight disaccharides tested, 

where M denotes the neutral disaccharide molecule. These experiments were performed on a Synapt G2 

instrument with nitrogen as the buffer gas. The wave height and wave velocity were 40 V and 500 m s-1, 

respectively. 

 
Figure 4.4. Boxplot showing the median and range for the ion mobility resolution of the malic acid and  

NMDA complexes and the chloride, sodium, and potassium adducts with the eight disaccharide 

standards investigated in this study. 
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Figure 4.5. Overlaid arrival time distributions obtained with the Synapt G2 TWIM-MS platform 

for disaccharide noncovalent complexes with L-malic acid in negative ion mode (left) and N-

methyl-D-aspartic acid in positive ion mode (right). The species observed are the [M+L-H]- ions 

(m/z 475.13) in negative ion mode and [M+NMDA+H]+ ions (m/z 490.18) in positive ion mode, 

with M representing the neutral disaccharide and L representing neutral L-malic acid, and NMDA 

representing neutral N-methyl-D-aspartic acid. The wave height and wave velocity were 40 V and 

500 m s-1, respectively. B-spline connection was used to display these data, which smooths the 

peaks and may result in certain peaks appearing to be less than 100% in relative abundance. 

 

From these screening experiments, L-malic acid in negative ion mode and NMDA in 

positive ion mode were identified as the most promising shift reagents, as they showed the highest 

average resolution values for each possible pair of the eight disaccharides. These reagents were 

compared to the more established shift reagents included in Figure 4.3 by assessing the resolution 

values as a boxplot, shown in Figure 4.4. The median resolution values for the L-malic acid and 

NMDA complexes significantly exceeded those of chloride. While they appeared to have a higher 

median resolution than the sodium and potassium complexes as well, this was not a significant 

difference due to the high variability in resolution values. The ATD for the complexes of L-malic 

acid and NMDA with each of the disaccharides are shown in Figure 4.5. Most of the complexes 

showed a single peak in the ATD, implying either a single major structure or multiple structures 

that are too close in CCS to be resolved. However, two major peaks were observed for the 
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lactulose/L-malic acid complex, most likely due to the shift reagent binding to different sites on 

lactulose. Both L-malic acid and NMDA allowed for the differentiation of most, but not all, of the 

disaccharide standard complexes. For example, L-malic acid showed good separation for sucrose 

and melibiose but less separation of cellobiose and lactulose, whereas NMDA showed good 

separation for cellobiose and lactulose with less separation for trehalose and cellobiose. 

Separations were evaluated based upon the 95% confidence interval for the CCS. Certain 

disaccharides were separated very well with both shift reagents, such as sucrose and cellobiose; 

others were more difficult to separate, such as melibiose and isomaltose. TWIM resolution for the 

separation of the disaccharide adducts ranged from 0.03-1.2 for NMDA and 0-1.2 for L-malic 

acid, as shown in Table 4.2. 

4.4.3. Characterization of the Complexes Through Experimental and Molecular Dynamics 

Methods 

 
Figure 4.6. Tandem mass spectrometry of the [M+NMDA+H]+ (left) and [M+L-H]- (right) complexes 

where M is lactose, a representative disaccharide, NMDA is N-methyl-D-aspartic acid, and L is L-malic 

acid. These experiments were performed on the Synapt G2-S HDMS platform without IM. These 

experiments were conducted with collision energies of 1 and 2 eV and LM resolution values of 15 and 9 

for positive and negative ion modes, respectively. 
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L-malic acid and NMDA noncovalent complexes with all disaccharide standards were also 

characterized by MS/MS experiments at low collision energies. Example MS/MS results for the 

NMDA and L-malic acid complexes of lactose in positive and negative ion modes, respectively, 

are shown in Figure 4.6. Due to the lower polarity of the sugar analytes relative to the shift 

reagents, the major product ion for each of the complexes was the ionized shift reagent itself: 

[NMDA+H]+ in positive ion mode, and [malic acid-H]- in negative mode. Tandem MS was further 

used to characterize the relative binding strength of the noncovalent complexes of lactose with 

each of the ten shift reagents used in this study that showed detectable levels of binding. Each of 

these lactose complexes was fragmented at various collision energies, and the area of the precursor 

ion relative to the total ion area was calculated, as shown in Figure 4.7. Based upon the inflection 

point of fitted sigmoidal curves, the strength of the binding was ranked. L-malic acid, NMDA, 

and tartaric acid were the weakest binding shift reagents, as ≥25% fragmentation occurred before 

any collision energy was applied. The remaining complexes could be ranked from weakest to 

strongest binding as follows: N-methyl-DL-aspartic acid< N-methyl-L-glutamic acid< L-glutamic 

acid< lactic acid< 2-hydroxyhexanoic acid< tyrosine< arginine. 
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Figure 4.7. Breakdown curves for noncovalent lactose complexes with a) 2-hydroxyhexanoic acid, b) 

arginine, c) L-glutamic acid, d) lactic acid, e) L-malic acid, f) N-methyl-D-aspartic acid, g) N-methyl-

DL-aspartic acid, h) N-methyl-L-glutamic acid, i) tartaric acid, and j) tyrosine. All experiments were 

performed in negative ion mode except for those involving the N-methyl-D-aspartic acid complex, which 

was performed in positive ion mode. 
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Figure 4.8. Molecular dynamics simulation of the lowest energy conformation of the complex of 

isomaltose with L-malic acid (top) and the complex of melibiose with N-methyl-D-aspartic acid (bottom). 

These geometries were optimized in NWChem at the B3LYP theory level using the 6-31G(d) basis set, 

and visualized in Avogadro. 

 

The noncovalent interactions between these two model shift reagents and the analytes were 

further characterized using molecular simulations. As an example, the lactose/L-malic acid and 

melibiose/NMDA complexes are shown in Figure 4.8. Generally, hydrogen bonding between a 
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hydroxyl group on the disaccharide and the charged group of the shift reagent was suggested by 

these calculations. Additional hydrogen bonds between hydroxyl groups on the shift reagent and 

disaccharide were also implied for many of these complexes. In the examples shown, two 

hydrogen bonds between the L-malic acid carboxylic group with two separate hydroxyl groups on 

the lactose, as well as an intramolecular hydrogen bond on the lactose were suggested. For the 

melibiose/NMDA complex, hydrogen bonds between the charged amine group on NMDA as well 

as the uncharged carboxylic acid group and two separate hydroxyl groups on the melibiose were 

involved, as well as one intramolecular hydrogen bond on the NMDA ion, and two on the 

melibiose molecule.  

ATDs for the remaining eight shift reagents that showed binding to disaccharides, albeit 

with lower IM resolution are given in Figure 4.9. Although there was certain degree of separation 

for a small number of the disaccharide pairs, there was also a significant degree of overlap for 

many of the complexes, so they were not pursued in further experiments. 
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Figure 4.9. Overlaid arrival time distributions obtained in direct infusion experiments in the 

Synapt G2 TWIM-MS platform in negative ion mode for disaccharides with the least promising 

shift reagents including (a) tyrosine, (b) lactic acid, (c) glutamic acid, (d) 2-hydroxyhexanoic acid, 

(e) tartaric acid, (f) arginine, (g) N-methyl-L-glutamic acid, and (h) N-methyl-DL-aspartic acid. 

The species observed are the [M+L-H]- ions with M representing the neutral disaccharide and L 

representing the neutral shift reagent. The wave height and wave velocity were 40 V and 500 m s-

1, respectively. The non-reducing sugars, trehalose and sucrose, were often the highest mobility 

species observed. Sucrose and cellobiose were often distinguished with close to baseline 

separation when bound to most of the tested shift reagents, with the exception of tyrosine and 

arginine, suggesting that their different regiochemistry and monomeric composition leads to very 

different gas-phase structures when binding to amino and α-hydroxy acids. 

 

4.4.4. Drift Tube Ion Mobility Separations 

DTIM-MS experiments were conducted to investigate whether alternative instrumentation could 

better resolve some of the complexes of the analyte pairs not resolved in TWIM-MS experiments. 

Experiments were carried out at higher overall concentrations to compensate for the lower duty cycle of 

the DTIM-MS instrument.142 Overall, DTIM-MS yielded higher resolution than TWIMS (Table 4.2), as 

seen in the arrival time distributions for L-malic acid complexes shown in Figure 4.10. This effect is 

mainly due to the higher pressure in the DTIM cell, which results in a higher number of collisions with 
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the buffer gas. Instrumental IM resolving power (𝑹𝒑 =
𝒕𝒅

𝜟𝒕𝒅
) for the eight L-malic acid adducts studied 

improved from an average of 23 ± 5 for TWIM to 89 ± 23 for DTIM. This gain in resolving power, led to 

improvements in the resolution of the isobaric disaccharide analytes. While a mixture of cellobiose, 

melibiose, and trehalose complexes with L-malic acid appeared as two unresolved features in the ATD 

when using TWIM, the DTIM method was able to fully resolve one of these isomeric complexes and 

partially resolve the other two. This qualitatively demonstrates the advantage of using DTIM, which was 

quantitatively shown in Table 4.2. 

 
Figure 4.10. Comparison of arrival time distributions observed in negative ion mode Synapt G2 TWIM-

MS (left column) and EXCELLIMS DTIM-Orbitrap MS (right column) experiments for selected 

disaccharide L-malic acid complexes. a) and b) represent the cellobiose complex, c) and d) represent that 

of melibiose, e) and f) represent the trehalose complex, and g) and h) represent a mixture of these three 

disaccharides as their L-malic acid complexes. Nitrogen was used as the buffer gas in all cases. For Synapt 

G2 experiments, the wave height and wave velocity were 40 V and 500 m s-1, respectively. For the drift 

tube-Orbitrap experiment, the electric field was 765 V cm-1. DTIM data was smoothed with a first order 

Savitzky-Golay polynomial function using a window width of 12. 
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Table 4.2. Quantitative comparison of resolution [Rpp = 1.18 (
𝑡𝑑𝐵−𝑡𝑑𝐴

(𝛥𝑡𝑑𝐵+𝛥𝑡𝑑𝐴)/2
)] values from traveling 

wave and drift tube ion mobility experiments for each pair of disaccharides as NMDA complexes in 

positive ion mode and L-malic acid complexes in negative ion mode. Italicized pairs are unusual in that 

they showed a lower resolution in DTIM than in TWIM.  
 (-) TWIM (-) DTIM (+) TWIM (+) DTIM 

Cellobiose vs. 

Isomaltose 
0.58 2.1 0.39 1.9 

Cellobiose vs. Lactose 0.04 0.26 0.29 2 

Cellobiose vs. 

Lactulose 
0 1.4 0.8 2.2 

Cellobiose vs. Maltose 0.19 1.96 0.03 1.3 

Cellobiose vs. 

Melibiose 
0.46 0.64 0.21 2 

Cellobiose vs. Sucrose 0.93 1.9 1.1 9.5 

Cellobiose vs. 

Trehalose 
1.2 1.7 0.56 3.9 

Isomaltose vs. Lactose 0.5 2.7 0.059 0.069 

Isomaltose vs. 

Lactulose 
0.46 4.3 0.49 0.33 

Isomaltose vs. Maltose 0.35 0.047 0.45 0.83 

Isomaltose vs. 

Melibiose 
0.13 1.9 0.15 0.2 

Isomaltose vs. Sucrose 0.32 0.6 0.85 4 

Isomaltose vs. 

Trehalose 
0.59 0.85 0.23 0.72 

Lactose vs. Lactulose 0.03 1.3 0.49 0.27 

Lactose vs. Maltose 0.14 2.6 0.34 0.81 

Lactose vs. Melibiose 0.39 1.1 0.079 0.13 

Lactose vs. Sucrose 0.83 2.6 0.79 4.4 

Lactose vs. Trehalose 1.1 2.5 0.25 0.86 

Lactulose vs. Maltose 0.15 4 0.9 0.68 

Lactulose vs. Melibiose 0.36 2.7 0.58 0.13 

Lactulose vs. Sucrose 0.72 4.4 0.35 5.8 

Lactulose vs. Trehalose 0.94 4.4 0.25 1.4 

Maltose vs. Melibiose 0.23 1.8 0.26 0.71 

Maltose vs. Sucrose 0.66 0.52 1.2 6.3 

Maltose vs. Trehalose 0.92 0.75 0.64 2 

Melibiose vs. Sucrose 0.46 1.6 0.89 4.9 

Melibiose vs. Trehalose 0.73 1.4 0.34 1.1 

Sucrose vs. Trehalose 0.27 0.26 0.59 4.3 

 

Analogous to the improvements in resolution seen for L-malic acid disaccharide complexes in 

Figure 4.10 and Table 4.2, DTIM also improved the resolution of NMDA complexes of cellobiose, 
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lactose, and lactulose, as shown in Figure 4.11 and in Table 4.2. On average, the resolving power for the 

eight NMDA complexes improved from 26 ± 2 for TWIM to 107 ± 43 for DTIM. The average resolution 

increased from 0.49 to 1.87 in negative ion mode and from 0.48 to 2.2 in positive ion mode when 

comparing TWIM to DTIM (Table 4.2). These results showcase the advantages of DTIM in terms of 

resolution, but have to be weighed against losses in sensitivity that accompany atmospheric pressure IM 

drift cells, mainly due to ion losses at the atmospheric pressure interface and low ion gating duty cycle.142 

The latter, however, can be offset by introducing multiplexing schemes based on Hadamard or Fourier 

approaches.30, 33, 38 Cyclic TWIM-MS approaches could also be leveraged to enhance performance in 

combination with the new shift reagents presented here, with minimal impact on sensitivity.49, 56 

 
Figure 4.11. Comparison of arrival time distributions observed with a Synapt G2 TWIM-MS (left) and 

EXCELLIMS DTIM-Orbitrap MS (right) for selected pairs of disaccharide N-methyl-D-aspartic acid 

adducts in positive ion mode. Nitrogen was used as the buffer gas in all cases. For Synapt G2 experiments, 

the wave height and wave velocity were 40 V and 500 m s-1, respectively. For EXCELLIMS-Orbitrap 

experiments, the electric field was 780 V cm-1. DTIM data was smoothed with a third order Savitzky-

Golay polynomial function, using a window width of 25. 

 

While both L-malic acid and NMDA demonstrated an advantage over more traditional 

noncovalent shift reagents such as group I metal cations, neither achieved full IM separation of 
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all possible combinations of the eight analytes with either IM method tested in this study. For 

example, cellobiose/lactulose and cellobiose/lactose were separated as their NMDA complexes but not as 

their L-malic acid complexes.  In contrast, lactose/isomaltose and maltose/cellobiose were differentiated 

as their L-malic acid complexes but not as their NMDA complexes.  

Table 4.3. Ion-neutral CCS values for disaccharide/L-malic acid complexes calculated from negative ion 

mode TWIM-MS experiments performed on the Synapt G2 platform, using polymalic acid (left) and 

polyalanine (middle) as calibrants.  The CCS from drift tube ion mobility experiments is shown in the last 

column to the right. The errors shown represent the 95% confidence intervals from four trials for TWIM 

experiments, and six trials with different electric fields from 791-890 V cm-1 for DTIM. 

 
TWIMCCSN2 (Å2) 

polymalic acid 

TWIMCCSN2 (Å2) 

polyalanine 

DTIMCCSN2 (Å2) 

Cellobiose 201.7 ± 1.0 202.1 ± 0.5 310.9 ± 0.3 

Isomaltose 197.3 ± 0.8 196.4 ± 0.5 309.0 ± 0.2 

Lactose 200.6 ± 0.9 201.1 ± 0.5 316.1 ± 0.4 

Lactulose 201.8 ± 0.6 202.6 ± 0.7 320.7 ± 0.4 

Maltose 199.8 ± 0.5 199.9 ± 0.5 314.0 ± 0.2 

Melibiose 197.7 ± 0.5 197.4 ± 0.3 306.1 ± 0.2 

Sucrose 194.2 ± 0.5 193.6 ± 0.5 306.2 ± 0.2 

Trehalose 192.5 ± 0.3 191.6 ± 0.5 298.3 ± 0.2 

 

Table 4.4. Ion-neutral CCS values for disaccharide/N-methyl-D-aspartic acid complexes calculated from 

positive ion mode TWIM-MS experiments performed on the Synapt G2 platform, using polyalanine as 

the calibrant, and CCS for the same complexes calculated directly from drift tube ion mobility 

experiments. The error represents the 95% confidence interval from four trials for the TWIM experiments 

and six trials with different electric fields from 791-890 V cm-1 for DTIM. 

 TWIMCCSN2 (Å2) DTIMCCSN2 (Å2) 

Cellobiose 206.9 ± 0.4 319.8 ± 0.8 

Isomaltose 204.0 ± 0.4 313.7 ± 0.7 

Lactose 204.2 ± 0.3 326.8 ± 0.7 

Lactulose 200.4 ± 0.4 308.7 ± 1.7 

Maltose 206.8 ± 0.4 314.2 ± 1.8 

Melibiose 205.3 ± 0.5 318.2 ± 1.5 

Sucrose 198.3 ± 0.4 306.5 ± 0.7 

Trehalose 202.6 ± 0.5 312.8 ± 0.5 
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Figure 4.12. Collision cross section (CCS) calibration curves for polyalanine and polymalic acid obtained 

with the Synapt G2 by direct infusion in negative ion mode using CCS values reported by Forsythe et al. 

for calibration.130 

 

To further examine alternative approaches for distinguishing between these analytes, 

collision cross section (CCS) values for each of the L-malic acid and NMDA complexes were 

calculated from their TWIM arrival times, following methods reported by Forsythe et al.130 CCS 

values were also directly calculated from DTIM measurements (Tables 4.3 and 4.4). TWIMCCSN2 

calibration curves for polymalic acid and polyalanine in negative ion mode are provided in Figure 

4.12, showing excellent linearity. Overall, TWIM results showed that TWIMCCSN2 values for L-

malic acid complexes ranged from 194.2 Å2 for sucrose to 201.8 Å2 for lactulose, while the NMDA 

complexes ranged from 198.3 Å2 for sucrose to 206.9 Å2 for cellobiose. Negative ion mode 

TWIMCCSN2 values calculated by calibration with polymalic acid and polyalanine were not significantly 

different at the 95% confidence level for any of the L-malic acid complexes (n=4).  NMDA complexes 

were only calibrated with polyalanine, as polymalic acid does not ionize well in positive mode. Due to 

differences in the temperature and pressure operating ranges of the DTIM and TWIM IM-MS platforms 

utilized in this study, TWIMCCSN2 and DTIMCCSN2 values could not be directly compared and were not 

expected to match. DTIMCCSN2 values were significantly larger than TWIMCCSN2 values, with the L-malic 
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acid complexes ranging from 298.3 Å2 for trehalose to 320.7 Å2 for lactulose, and the NMDA 

complexes ranging from 312.8 Å2 for sucrose to 326.8 Å2 for lactose. 

4.4.5. Combining Shift Reagents for Two-Dimensional Separations 

 
Figure 4.13. Ion-neutral TWIMCCSN2 values for the dominant feature in the arrival time distribution for 

each of the various tested disaccharides as their [M+NMDA+H]+ N-methyl-D-aspartic complexes versus 

their corresponding TWIMCCSN2 for the [M+L-H]- L-malic acid complexes. Error bars represent the 95% 

confidence interval determined by four trials per complex. The colormap corresponds to the L-malic acid 

complex CCS. All CCS values are the average of four measurements with polyalanine used for calibration. 

 

We hypothesized that L-malic acid and NMDA CCS values could be used in a 

complementary manner to distinguish every analyte within this study. The use of a combination 

of IM-derived CCS values for several shift reagent complexes has been reported in the past.11, 57, 

136 Gaye et al., for example, showed that the combination of [M+L-serine+H]+, [M+L-

phenylalanine−glycine+H]+, and [MnII + (L- phenylalanine−glycine−H)+M]+ resulted in the 

“virtual separation” of 16 monosaccharide isobars when their CCS values were represented in 3D 

space.57 Accordingly, TWIMCCSN2 values for NMDA and L-malic acid disaccharide complexes 
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were combined, which allowed for all of the eight analytes to be fully distinguished from one 

another at the 95% confidence level (Figure 4.13). 

4.5. Conclusion 

Noncovalent α-hydroxy and amino acid shift reagents, specifically L-malic acid and 

NMDA, showed promise in separating disaccharide isomers by IM-MS. By TWIM, eight 

disaccharides could be distinguished at 95% confidence by determining the CCS of their 

L-malic acid adducts in negative ion mode and their NMDA adducts in positive ion mode. 

Using DTIM, the resolution of these separations was further improved. Additional high-

resolution techniques, such as cyclic IM could be used to apply this method to more 

complex mixtures of disaccharides. The proposed methodology could be combined with 

other shift reagents or additional separation techniques (e.g. LC) to characterize complex 

mixtures of carbohydrates, such as those generated by the model prebiotic reactions that 

mimic early Earth conditions or biological extracts. We expect that quantitation would be 

possible if adequate chemical standards are available for appropriate calibration without 

significant interferences or matrix effects.  
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CHAPTER 5. Separations of Carbohydrates with Noncovalent Shift Reagents by Frequency-

Modulated Ion Mobility-Orbitrap Mass Spectrometry 

Adapted from 

McKenna, K. R.; Clowers, B. H.; Krishnamurthy, R.; Liotta, C. L.; Fernández, F. M. Separations of 

Carbohydrates with Noncovalent Shift Reagents by Frequency-Modulated Ion Mobility-Orbitrap Mass 

Spectrometry. J. Am. Soc. Mass Spectrom., Accepted. K. R. McKenna designed experiments for 

noncovalent carbohydrate complex analysis. B. H. Clowers developed frequency sweep sequence code 

that was adapted for Matlab and served in an advisory capacity. R. Krishnamurthy, C. L. Liotta, and F. 

M. Fernández assisted with the design of experiments and provided advisory roles. 

5.1. Abstract 

An increased focus on characterizing the structural heterogeneity of carbohydrates has 

been driven by their many significant roles in extant life and potential roles in chemical evolution 

and the origin of life. In this work, multiplexed drift tube ion mobility-Orbitrap mass spectrometry 

methods were developed to analyze mixtures of disaccharides modified with noncovalent shift 

reagents. Since traditional coupling of atmospheric pressure drift tube ion mobility cells with 

Orbitrap mass analyzers suffers from low duty cycles (<0.1%), a frequency modulation scheme 

was applied to improve the signal-to-noise ratios (SNR). Several parameters such as the resolution 

setting and maximum injection time of the Orbitrap analyzer and the magnitude and duration of 

the frequency sweep were investigated for their impact on the sensitivity gains and resolution of 

disaccharide-shift reagent adducts. The sweep time and disaccharide concentration had a positive 

correlation with SNR. The magnitude of the frequency sweep had a negative correlation with SNR. 

However, increasing the frequency sweep improved the resolution of mixtures of disaccharide 

analytes. Application of frequency-modulated ion mobility-Orbitrap mass spectrometry to four 
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noncovalently-modified glucose dimers allowed for the differentiation of three out of these four 

analytes. 

5.2. Introduction 

Carbohydrates are the most abundant class of biomolecules on Earth by mass and serve many 

functions in processes such as metabolism,5 protein modification,4, 7-8 and the formation of cell wall 

structures.1  Due to their role in extant life, it has been hypothesized that carbohydrates may have also 

played an important role in the origin of life.66, 117 Two major mechanisms have been proposed for the 

formation of monosaccharides in an origins-of-life scenario,144-146 and a pathway for the potential 

prebiotic formation of oligosaccharides with glucose as the starting monomer has recently been reported.66 

Common to all these reactions is the production of complex mixtures that require more sensitive, rapid, 

and precise methods for their characterization. However, the potential for a variety of isomers, which can 

differ in their linkage position, monomeric composition, and stereochemistry, makes chemical 

characterization very challenging.147 

The most common methods for analyzing carbohydrate mixtures involve liquid chromatography 

(LC) followed by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy and/or mass spectrometry (MS).148-

150 However, multiple LC columns are often required, and lengthy derivatization steps cause these 

analyses to be time-consuming. In the case of NMR, relatively large amounts of sample are typically 

needed, which leads to these methods often requiring isolation and purification of the species of interest. 

Tandem MS is a more sensitive method for carbohydrate isomer identification, but it may not yield 

definitive answers, as isomeric oligosaccharides often produce similar fragment ions, albeit at 

different ratios.16-17 

Ion mobility-MS (IM-MS) has shown promise for resolving isomeric carbohydrates, with several 

types of IM available as potential solutions to this challenging problem. For example, travelling wave IM 

has been shown to have the capability to separate some disaccharides as their monosaccharide-
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glycolaldehyde derivatives.143 Also, a cyclic travelling wave IM-based system has been recently reported 

to separate anomeric pentasaccharide isomers as well as their open-ring conformations.49 

Many IM methods to separate oligosaccharides have involved the use of shift reagents −covalent 

or noncovalent ligands that alter the drift time of the ion.11-12, 52-53 These shift reagents often enhance the 

resolution of analyte pairs that are difficult to separate. They may also improve ionization efficiency, 

which is of particular importance for carbohydrates. For example, the study by Li et al. investigated 

sodium and chloride adducts of disaccharide derivatives as well as their [M-H]- ions in terms of the 

obtainable IM resolution.143 In a study by Morrison et al., tetrasaccharide regio- and stereoisomers were 

separated by atmospheric pressure drift tube IM-MS (DTIM-MS) as adducts with various metals.9  

Atmospheric pressure DTIM-MS of oligosaccharides offers higher resolving power than lower 

pressure IM approaches,29 but generally suffers from low duty cycle, defined as the ratio of ions detected 

to those produced in the source. This occurs because ions can only pass through when the gates are open, 

and to have reasonably useful resolution, the gates will each be open for approximately 1% of the duration 

of each scan. Therefore, ions that pass through both gates will only be approximately 0.01% of the ions 

produced. In order to reach the necessary sensitivity for the analysis of realistic mixtures, some type of 

IM multiplexing approach is often necessary to increase duty cycle. 

Ion mobility multiplexing involves simultaneously collecting multiple signals that must be 

deconvoluted in order to obtain an arrival time distribution (ATD). One of the most popular forms of IM 

multiplexing is based on Hadamard schemes.30-33 This approach involves pulsing the gate of the drift tube 

following a pseudorandom sequence and subsequently using the Hadamard transform to obtain the ATD 

from the raw data.30, 34 A demonstrated drawback of Hadamard-based IM methods, however, is that they 

can produce echoes and artifacts that diminish signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) gains, even with the application 

of algorithms developed to ameliorate this issue.33, 35 
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An alternative approach to ion mobility multiplexing is frequency modulation-based Fourier 

transform IM (FTIM). This technique involves synchronously opening and closing two ion gates 

bracketing the IM drift region using a square wave with a linearly increasing frequency. FTIM was first 

implemented on a standalone IM instrument by Knorr et al.36 and it has been coupled with time-of-flight 

(TOF) MS,37 ion trap MS,38 and Orbitrap MS.39 FTIM-Orbitrap MS has been applied to native protein 

analysis,39 but its performance for carbohydrate analysis has not yet been characterized in depth. In this 

study, we applied FTIMS to the analysis of disaccharides, using L-malic acid as a shift reagent. We 

previously reported this shift reagent as a higher resolution alternative to popular noncovalent shift 

reagents used in the field.151 The combination of this new shift reagent to aid with resolution and frequency 

modulation multiplexing to gain duty cycle resulted in the successful DTIM-MS separations of several 

isomeric disaccharide pairs with very similar structures, including glucose dimers. 

5.3. Experimental 

5.3.1. Chemicals and Materials  

Isomaltose, trehalose, and cellobiose were obtained from TCI (Philadelphia, PA). Maltose 

and lactose were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Melibiose was obtained from 

Fluka. Stock solutions (1.0 mM) of each of the aforementioned chemicals were prepared in water. 

Noncovalent derivatization was performed by mixing solutions of 50 μL of the disaccharide stock 

solution (unless otherwise specified) and 2 μL of the L-malic acid stock solution in 80:20 

methanol:water. 

5.3.2. Instrumentation and System Parameters  

Experiments were performed on an atmospheric pressure, dual gate IM spectrometer 

(EXCELLIMS, Acton, MA) attached to the front end of a Q-Exactive Orbitrap mass spectrometer 

(Thermo Scientific, San Jose, CA), described in detail previously by Keelor et al.142 The electrospray 

source of the drift tube was operated at 2.2 kV in negative ion mode, and the temperature inside of the 
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drift tube was 90 ⁰C. The drift tube was 10.55 cm. in length, with the voltage applied across the drift cell 

varying between 8000-9000 V, generating electric field strengths of 758-853 V cm-1. Gating voltages of 

60 V for gate 1 and 81 V for gate 2 were determined empirically to allow for maximum ion transmission 

with minimal ion leakage through closed gates. The drift gas was infused at 2.00 L min-1 with an exhaust 

pump located at the front of the desolvation cell removing nitrogen at a rate of 0.50 L min-1 to keep the 

system at atmospheric pressure (~740 Torr, Atlanta, GA, USA). 

 
Figure 5.1. Schematic of the DTIMS-Orbitrap MS instrument, including the National Instruments PCI 

arbitrary waveform generator used for pulsing the IM gates. The IM spectrometer and Q-Exactive mass 

spectrometer were coupled without any major mechanical modification to either system, except for an 

override of the typical gate control electronics to allow for the frequency modulation pulsing scheme to 

be applied externally. The scanning cycle of the Orbitrap mass spectrometer and the linear frequency 

sweep applied to the gates of the IM spectrometer are also illustrated, which shows the opening and 

closing of the gates over time and the correlation to the Orbitrap ion collection cycle in the C-trap and 

mass analyzer scan. 

 

Figure 5.1 shows a schematic for the instrumental setup, as well as an illustration of the square 

wave voltages applied to the drift tube Bradbury-Nielson gates by an arbitrary waveform generator (PCI-

6030E, National Instruments, Austin, TX) and the scanning cycle of the Orbitrap mass analyzer. While 

the time scale is not necessarily exactly what was used in the experiments, it indicates the relative 
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differences in time scale between the Orbitrap scans and the gate pulses at the beginning of the experiment 

and then after several pulses. All frequency sweeps were performed as linearly increasing frequency 

chirps, with the two BN gates synchronously opening and closing starting at a low frequency and 

increasing in frequency throughout the FTIM experiment. Unless otherwise stated, the sweeps were 

performed from 5 to 7505 Hz, with a sweep time of 7 min., maximum Orbitrap injection time (MIT) of 

100 ms, and Orbitrap resolution of 70,000. The automatic gain control of the Orbitrap was set to the 

maximum setting of 5x106 counts, and manual checks were done to ensure the MIT was the actual 

injection time, and the automatic gain control was not shortening the MS scan time. The automatic gain 

control was deliberately set to the highest setting in order to make it unlikely that the target would be 

reached, so the full maximum injection time would be consistent across all scans for each experiment. 

The range of maximum drift times analyzed for FTIM experiments was 20-30 ms, since when the 

frequency sweep and sweep time were set to specific values, they translated into specific drift time ranges 

for a particular experiment. The average gate pulse was ~0.1 seconds for a 5-15005 Hz frequency sweep. 

While a custom Matlab script was used to control the BN gates for FTIM experiments, the built-

in software from EXCELLIMS (VisIon), was used in “scan mode” for signal averaging experiments. In 

scan mode, the maximum period for IM scans was 20 ms. To start each scan, the first Bradbury-Nielson 

gate is opened for 200 μs. Then, the second gate is opened for 200 μs at a variable delay (0-20 ms) from 

the first gate. The drift time of the ions that are transmitted through both gates matches the delay between 

the gate pulses. Identical drift tube and Orbitrap parameters were used in signal averaging experiments 

and FTIM experiments, with the exception that the Orbitrap MIT was increased to 1000 ms. This increased 

value was needed because there was little to no ion detection at lower MIT settings, which led to poor 

peak shape. Results were extracted manually from the Orbitrap software, Xcalibur. For FTIM 

experiments, these results were processed with a fast Fourier transform (FFT) followed by division by the 

frequency sweep rate using a custom script in Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA). In all cases, the signal-
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to-noise ratio (SNR) was calculated by dividing the maximum signal detected by the noise. Noise was 

defined as the average abundance across eleven points in an arrival time range with no observed peak plus 

three times the standard deviation of that range. 

5.4. Results and Discussion 

The major expected benefit of frequency modulation over traditional scan-mode ion gating 

approaches to DTIM is an increase in SNR. Figure 5.2 shows the results of IM-MS experiments involving 

a seven-minute frequency modulation run for the lactose (M)/L-malic acid (L) species [M+L-H]-, detected 

at m/z 475.13 (50 µM). Experimental transient data (Figure 5.2a) was processed with a fast Fourier 

transform followed by division by the frequency sweep rate (Figure 5.2b). A corresponding signal 

averaging experiment for the same species collected for the same amount of time is also shown for 

comparison purposes (Figure 5.2c). Note that in these signal averaging experiments a small, additional 

peak was observed at longer drift times, which was caused by ion “leakage” and imperfect gating through 

the ion gates while they are being closed.152 A small difference between the drift times in Figure 5.2b and 

5.2c of 400 µs was observed. This discrepancy is most likely due to precision limitations caused by the 

average gating time of each experiment, approximately 200 µs. 
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Figure 5.2. (a) Raw FTIM results for a 5-10005 Hz frequency sweep experiment, (b) the data shown in 

(a) processed by a fast Fourier transform followed by division by the sweep rate (23.8 Hz/s), (c) the arrival 

time distribution (ATD) from a scan-mode (averaging) experiment. Each of these experiments employed 

a 50 μM lactose and 2 μM L-malic acid mixture. The experiment duration was 7 min in all cases. 

 

Overall, the frequency modulation experiment had a SNR of 118 ± 39 (95% confidence interval, 

n=3), while the corresponding SNR for three trials of the signal averaging experiment was 7 ± 1, for a 

17x gain in SNR. These experiments were conducted for a total of eight disaccharide complexes with L-

malic acid, with the structures of all disaccharides utilized in this study depicted in Figure 5.3. An 

improvement in SNR by approximately an order of magnitude was consistent for most disaccharide L-

malic acid complexes analyzed by frequency modulation, as shown in Table 5.1. Overall, the improvement 

in SNR was 3-17 times the signal averaging value. 
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Figure 5.3. Structures of the isobaric disaccharides examined in this study. 

Table 5.1. Signal to noise ratios for signal averaging and frequency modulated experiments. The 

disaccharide concentrations were 50 μM with L-malic acid at 2 μM. These experiments were each seven 

minutes in duration and measured arrival times from 0-20 ms. 

Disaccharide Malic Acid 

Complex 

Signal Averaged 

SNR 

FTIM SNR 

Cellobiose 6 ± 2 61 ± 15 

Isomaltose 17 ± 5 166 ± 39 

Lactose 7 ± 1 118 ± 39 

Lactulose 45 ± 23 140 ± 72 

Maltose 11 ± 5 39 ± 14 

Melibiose 31 ± 5 107 ± 29 

Sucrose 41 ± 20 149 ± 90 
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Trehalose 5 ± 1 78 ± 26 

 

Several experimental parameters were systematically varied to establish their effect on SNR, 

including the MIT and resolution setting of the Orbitrap mass spectrometer, sweep time, disaccharide 

concentration, and the magnitude of the frequency sweep. The frequency sweep was varied by keeping a 

fixed starting frequency and changing the terminal frequency to alter the net frequency sweep of the 

experiment. 

5.4.1. Mass Spectrometry Parameters 

 
Figure 5.4. ATDs for the lactose L-malic acid [M+L-H]-complex at m/z=475.13, using 10 and 200 ms 

maximum injection time (MIT) Orbitrap settings showing their (a) relative and (b) absolute abundances. 

(c) Average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for three trials at each MIT tested. Error bars represent one 

standard deviation. 

 

The first parameter investigated was the MIT of the Orbitrap mass spectrometer (Figure 5.4). The 

relative and absolute abundances observed in the ATDs of 10 and 200 ms experiments appeared to be 

similar (Figure 5.4a-b), with no significant SNR changes associated with changes in maximum injection 
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time (Figure 5.4c). At approximately 200 ms, the SNR became less precise, showing a nearly three times 

increase in the standard deviation compared to the average of the measurements at lower MITs. This 

higher level of uncertainty is largely attributed to the uneven spacing of the Orbitrap data acquisition rate 

and the number of frequency cycles sampled per MIT scan. Interestingly, the cycle time between 

subsequent scans in an Orbitrap is not static, rather a small, yet variable reset overhead is observed 

between successive scans.  This establishes a scenario where the number of ion gating cycles sampled per 

Orbitrap scan can vary slightly during the FTIM experiment.  It is important to note, however, that this 

slightly varying Orbitrap sampling frequency does not hinder the FTIM experiment.38 The data were 

interpolated in Matlab using a spline function to provide evenly spaced points prior to processing with the 

FT. In this particular case, synchronization of the start and end times of the FTIM are essential, as these 

help define the sweep rate of the experiment. The sweep rate remains crucial to the FTIM experiment as 

this parameter is used to covert the frequencies observed from the Fourier transform of the raw data (e.g. 

Figure 5.2a) into drift time. By dividing the observed frequency in Hz by the sweep rate, expressed in 

Hz/s, the standard drift time in a drift tube experiment is obtained.  However, to help explain the intensity 

variations observed for larger MIT, the sweep rate also defines how many different frequencies in the 

mobility domain are sampled in a single Orbitrap scan. Not surprisingly, a larger MIT will sample a wider 

range of modulated mobility frequencies and effectively average away subtle changes in ion current for 

different mobilities.  For example, at the lowest MIT tested, 10 ms, there would be a mobility frequency 

range of ~0.2 Hz sampled per Orbitrap scan, whereas at the highest MIT, 200 ms, ~3.6 Hz is sampled per 

Orbitrap scan. In essence, by increasing the MIT the sampling statistics of the modulated ion beam are 

degraded, which increases the probability of introducing aliasing effects and the potential for phasing 

errors. While important to recognizing the key role of these experimental variables, the SNR did not 

change significantly within the 95% confidence intervals for the range of MITs probed.  As a consequence, 
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a 50 ms setting was chosen for the rest of the frequency-modulated experiments based on the optimal 

SNR reproducibility. 

 
Figure 5.5. The effect of Orbitrap resolution setting on SNR for a solution of 50 μM lactose and 2 μM L-

malic acid in 80% methanol, 20% water. The frequency sweep was 7.5 kHz, the sweep time was 5 min., 

and the MIT was 50 ms in all cases. The error bars represent one standard deviation of n=4 repeat 

experiments. 

 

A second Orbitrap parameter investigated was the mass resolution setting. The SNR values for 

each Orbitrap resolution tested from the minimum of 17,500 (highest scan speed) to the maximum of 

140,000 are shown in Figure 5.5. While these experiments involved isobaric analytes that would not be 

separated regardless of the mass resolution setting employed, applications in complex mixture analysis, 

such as treated wastewater analysis, where heteroatoms are commonly present in the saccharides153 would 

benefit from high resolving power. Experiments showed a decrease in SNR as the Orbitrap resolution 

increased for all settings tested, with SNR 95% confidence intervals of 81 ± 18 and 22 ± 5 for the mass 

resolution of 17,500 and 140,000, respectively. While there is a significant decrease in SNR between the 

resolution settings of 17,500 and 140,000, the magnitude of the decrease was only ~3-4 fold. This lower 

SNR was due to the relationship between Orbitrap resolution and scan speed. Higher resolution 

necessitates slower scan speed, which leads to fewer scans and thus, a lower SNR. Due to mass resolution 
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having a greater impact on SNR than the MIT, it is likely that the MIT settings used were significantly 

lower than the effective Orbitrap transient time. A resolution of 70,000 was selected for subsequent 

experiments as it was adequate for these studies. 

5.4.2. Concentration Effects 

In a subsequent set of experiments, the concentration of lactose was varied while keeping a 

constant L-malic acid concentration of 2 μM. Increasing the analyte concentration led to an increase in 

SNR that reached a maximum at approximately 7.5 μM lactose (Figure 5.6.). The SNR for the 2 μM 

lactose experiment was 19 ± 8, increasing to 142 ± 37 for the 100 μM lactose experiment. Although not 

significant, Figure 5.6a shows that there was a measurable decrease in the average SNR between 7.5 and 

10 μM and between 25 and 50 μM, suggesting that the variation in SNR between replicates was larger 

than the variation caused by the change in lactose concentration. The effect of lactose concentration on 

the relative peak area of the main ATD peak was also investigated (Figure 5.6b). Linear behavior was 

observed between 2 and 10 μM, indicating that the signal increase at higher concentrations was 

accompanied with an increase in noise, as the SNR was relatively constant, while the relative peak area 

increased. The increase in lactose concentration from 2-7.5 μM is analogous to a 1:1-3.75:1 ratio of lactose 

to L-malic acid. The increase in SNR for this range indicates that the abundance for the complex increased 

without additional L-malic acid, implying that more complex was formed with this higher lactose:L-malic 

acid ratio until it reached a maximum around 3.75:1. 
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Figure 5.6. The (a) SNR and (b) relative peak area for the [M+L-H]- complex of lactose and L-malic acid 

vs. the total extracted area at m/z 475.13 for frequency modulated ion mobility experiments with varying 

lactose concentrations and a constant L-malic acid concentration of 2 μM. 

 

In order to determine the impact of an excess of lactose, it was investigated whether dimer 

complexes i.e. [2M+2L-2H]- ions were forming at higher lactose concentrations, as these had previously 

been seen in studies of oligosaccharide complexes by Morrison et al.9 However, there was no evidence 

of these complexes as no minor peaks in the ATDs were detected.  Also, other complexes such as [2M+L-

H]- or [M+2L-H]- were not detected in the mass spectrum, leading to the conclusion that the dimer 

complexes were most likely not formed at detectable quantities in the source. 
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Figure 5.7. The ratio of the area of the main ATD peak for the [M-H]- ion for lactose (m/z 341.11) to that 

of malic acid (m/z 133.01) with a variable lactose concentration and a constant L-malic acid concentration 

of 2 μM. The frequency sweep was 7.5 kHz, the sweep time was 5 min., and the MIT was 50 ms in all 

cases. The error bars represent one standard deviation of n=4 repeat experiments. 

 

  To further investigate the impact of increasing the lactose concentration on the formed ions, the 

relative ratio of lactose to L-malic acid detected as their [M-H]- peaks was also investigated, as shown in 

Figure 5.7. Despite lactose having a higher concentration than L-malic acid at all concentrations used 

except for 2 μM, L-malic acid was detected with a higher signal and area of the main ATD peak at all 

lactose concentrations tested, up to 100 μM or a 50:1 ratio of lactose to L-malic acid, where the area of 

the main ATD peak for lactose was 35% of that of L-malic acid. Therefore, with an L-malic acid 

concentration of 2 μM, the complex forms the most around 7.5 μM lactose and above, as seen in Figure 

5.6. The ratio of lactose ions to L-malic acid ions continues to increase with increasing lactose 

concentration at all concentrations tested. The propensity of L-malic acid to ionize better than either 

lactose or the L-malic acid/lactose complex leads to the [M-H]- ion of L-malic acid having the potential 

to overload the Orbitrap and prevent the detection of lactose and the complex. Therefore, the approximate 

concentration of disaccharides should be determined in order to determine an appropriate amount of L-
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malic acid that will form a detectable amount of the complex without overwhelming the MS with L-malic 

acid ions. 

5.4.3. Frequency Sweep Parameters 

After determining the optimum MS settings and analyte concentrations for these experiments, the 

effect of sweep time on SNR was investigated. As seen in Figure 5.8, SNR generally increased with 

increasing sweep time, leveling off at around 6 min. Since there are more scans averaged at longer 

experiment times, it was expected that higher sweep times would improve the SNR. The 95% confidence 

intervals for the two- and ten-min. experiments were 90 ± 41 and 356 ± 46, respectively, approximately 

a four-fold gain. Despite these gains, even at the lowest sweep time tested, the ATD peak shape was 

unaffected. Therefore, and despite a significant sacrifice in the SNR, a two-minute experiment yielded a 

Gaussian ATD suitable for qualitative and semi-quantitative analysis. These results also suggested that 

short experiments could be used in high throughput applications with good SNR and that longer 

experiments could be reserved for applications where low detection limits are required. Increasing the 

sweep time from eight to ten minutes did not yield a significant gain in the SNR at 95% confidence level, 

so a seven-minute experiment time was chosen to optimize SNR while allowing for sufficient points to 

be sampled across the experiment. 
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Figure 5.8. ATDs for the lactose L-malic acid [M+L-H]- complex at m/z=475.13 at 2 and 10 min. sweep 

times (88 and 17 Hz s-1 sweep rates, respectively) showing (a) relative and (b) absolute abundances. (c) 

Average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for three trials at each sweep time tested. Error bars represent one 

standard deviation. 

 

The effect of the magnitude of the frequency sweep on SNR can be seen in Figure 5.9. Generally, 

increasing the frequency sweep led to a decrease in SNR. The lowest and highest frequency sweep 

magnitudes tested, 5.5 and 15 kHz, had SNR of 218 ± 18 and 21 ± 10, respectively, within 95% 

confidence. There was not a significant improvement in SNR between the 15 and 10 kHz sweeps at the 

95% confidence level. The decrease in SNR at increased frequency sweeps is caused by fewer ions passing 

through both gates at higher frequencies. Therefore, there is a larger portion of the experiment in which 

fewer ions are detected, leading to a decrease in SNR. While an increased frequency sweep generally led 

to a decrease in SNR, it also led to more points being sampled across the experiment, resulting in an 

improvement in peak shape. This can be observed in Figure 5.9a-b, with the 15 kHz experiment having a 

lower abundance and SNR, but a more Gaussian-like peak shape. 
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5.4.4. Analysis of Isomeric Carbohydrate Mixtures 

Following the analysis of the impact of the frequency sweep on a single complex, the relationship 

between frequency sweep and the resolution of pairs of complexes was investigated for mixtures of 

lactose, melibiose, and L-malic acid as the shift reagent. The ATDs for these disaccharide adducts at 

different frequency sweeps are shown in Figure 5.10, with the corresponding resolution values provided 

in Table 5.2. The measured lactose/melibiose resolution varied from 1.2 ± 0.3 at 5.5 kHz to 5.1 ± 0.2 at 

20 kHz. Interestingly, a second peak appeared in the ATD at 20 kHz for the melibiose L-malic adduct. 

This is most likely due to the several different L-malic acid binding positions to melibiose that can engage 

via hydrogen bonding. Therefore, an experiment at 15 kHz with a resolution of 2.8 would be preferable 

in this case, as the major peaks for the two complexes could be resolved without losing signal to minor 

peaks. A frequency sweep of 15 kHz was used for subsequent experiments involving more complex 

mixtures. Since the frequency sweep impacts both SNR and resolution, it will need to be optimized for 

each mixture analyzed to balance these two important aspects of separations. 

Table 5.2. Resolution values for the L-malic acid adducts of lactose and melibiose (m/z=475.13) at 

various frequency sweep magnitudes at the constant sweep time of seven minutes, MIT of 50 ms, and 

lactose and melibiose concentrations of 25 μM each. 

Frequency sweep Resolution 

5.5 kHz 1.2 ± 0.3 

7.5 kHz 1.7 ± 0.1 

10 kHz 1.8 ± 0.1 

15 kHz 2.8 ± 0.5 

20 kHz 5.1 ± 0.2 
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Figure 5.9. ATDs for the lactose L-malic acid [M+L-H]- complex at m/z=475.13 at 5.5 and 15 kHz 

frequency sweep magnitudes showing (a) relative and (b) absolute abundances. (c) Average signal-to-

noise ratio (SNR) for n=3 trials at each frequency sweep magnitude tested. Error bars represent 95% 

confidence intervals.
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Figure 5.10. ATDs for a mixture of melibiose and lactose with L-malic acid as the shift reagent, 

using frequency sweeps of (a) 5.5 kHz, (b)7.5 kHz, (c) 10 kHz, (d) 15 kHz, (e) 20 kHz. The sweep 

time was kept consistent at 5 min. The tested solution was 50 μM lactose and 2 μM L-malic acid 

in 80% methanol, 20% water. (f) Resolution vs. frequency sweep magnitude for the ATDs 

displayed in (a)-(e). 

 

Once it was established that this method could resolve specific pairs of disaccharide L-

malic acid complexes, a more complex mixture was studied. In this case, four glucose dimer 

standards (cellobiose, isomaltose, maltose, and trehalose) were tested. The structures of these 

disaccharides can be seen in Figure 5.3. These rationale behind the choice of analytes was geared 

towards the use of this method to analyze the products of prebiotic carbohydrate-forming reactions. 

In previous work we have shown that it is possible to polymerize glucose monomers into complex 

oligomeric mixtures under plausible prebiotic conditions, yielding abundant dimers.7 Figure 5.11a 

depicts the ATD for a mixture of these four glucose dimers with L-malic acid with Figure 5.11b-

d showing the ATDs for single component mixtures of each disaccharide with malic acid. The 

ATD for the mixture contains three distinct peaks for the L-malic acid complexes of cellobiose, 

isomaltose, and trehalose. A minor shift in drift times (0.04-0.3 ms) from the single disaccharide 

solutions to the mixture was observed, likely due to imprecisions caused by the gate pulse timing 

in the FTIM experiment. 
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The trehalose complex appeared at the lowest drift time as a single peak, indicating that 

either malic acid binds at a single site or multiple sites that are too close in CCS to be resolved by 

this method. The trehalose complex is followed by the isomaltose complex which also produced a 

single peak in the ATD at a somewhat higher abundance. Maltose appeared to have three different 

binding sites for L-malic acid, indicated by the appearance of three unresolved peaks in Figure 

5.11c. The lowest drift time peak appears to overlap with the isomaltose complex in the mixture 

in Figure 5.11a. The higher drift time peaks appear as a shoulder for the cellobiose complex, which 

has the highest drift time. Therefore, all four disaccharides were detected and three out of these 

four were baseline resolved in this seven-minute experiment. The results of Figure 5.11b-e 

demonstrate that the disaccharide L-malic acid complex have somewhat different ionization 

efficiencies, which is also apparent in the mixture shown in Figure 5.11a. This can lead to poor 

detection of less efficiently ionizing complexes, so frequency modulation may be necessary to 

detect all disaccharides present in complex mixtures especially if some components are more dilute 

than others. 
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Figure 5.11. ATDs for the L-malic acid adducts (m/z=475.13) of (a) a mixture of cellobiose, 

isomaltose, maltose, and trehalose, (b) trehalose, (c) isomaltose (d) maltose, and (e) cellobiose. 

The concentration of each disaccharide was 50 μM with 8 μM L-malic acid. The solvent was 80% 

methanol, 20% water. The frequency sweep was 15 kHz, with a 7 min. sweep time. The MIT was 

50 ms in all cases. 

 

Overall, the majority of the results presented here agreed with previous studies conducted 

by Morrison et al.38 with a similar ion mobility spectrometer connected to an ion trap system. In 

these, the MIT of the ion trap was also found to not have a significant effect on SNR. However, 

the decrease in precision at a higher MIT was not observed. Increasing the sweep time was found 

to improve SNR. Concentration also had a positive correlation with SNR, with this improvement 

leveling off at around 100 nM for [neurotensin+H]3+. Increasing the frequency sweep had a 
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negative impact on SNR, whereas the resolving power increased. In their study, resolution at 

different frequency sweeps was not evaluated for isobaric species, but the improvement in 

resolving power would most likely improve IM resolution. Other FTIM studies have not looked at 

the systematic impact of these experimental parameters but rather focused on the impact of apo vs. 

holo enzymes39 or the separation of carbohydrate-metal cation complexes.9 

5.5. Conclusion 

Carbohydrate isomer analysis requires the development of better separation 

strategies with enhanced SNR. This type of separations is important in a number of fields, 

including glycobiology, glycoproteomics, environmental chemistry, and prebiotic 

chemistry. Our group has previously shown the utility of L-malic acid as an effective shift 

reagent for disaccharides using both traveling wave and drift tube ion mobility 

spectrometry.  Despite the advantages of high-resolution atmospheric pressure drift tube 

ion mobility over travelling wave ion mobility systems in terms of resolving power, its 

lower duty cycle is a major drawback. Here, we have shown that frequency modulation 

improves the SNR of DTIM coupled to MS, effectively removing the duty cycle limitation. 

Overall, a lower Orbitrap resolution setting, longer experiment time, and lower frequency 

sweep were found to improve the obtained SNR over a scan-mode experiment. The MIT 

of the Orbitrap mass spectrometer was shown to not have a significant effect on SNR. The 

concentration of lactose had a less straightforward effect on the SNR for the detected 

complex with the shift reagent, with the relative peak area responding more directly to the 

lactose concentration. Despite lowering the SNR, a higher frequency sweep was found to 

improve the peak shape and resolution of disaccharide isomers. Three out of four glucose 

dimer standards tested were readily distinguished by this frequency modulated DTIM-MS 
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method. This indicates that FTIM would be a suitable method for the analysis of isobaric 

oligosaccharide mixtures with shift reagents where the isobaric complexes have different 

ionization efficiencies, such as those produced by model prebiotic reactions. While the scan 

times of the experiment in its present form would not be amenable to coupling with LC, 

fractionated mixtures of carbohydrates could still be analyzed by this direct infusion FTIM-

MS method. 
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CHAPTER 6. Conclusions and Outlook 

6.1. Abstract 

 This chapter presents a summary of the results of tandem mass spectrometry and ion 

mobility analyses of carbohydrate mixtures both as [M-H]- ions and with covalent derivatives or 

noncovalent modifiers. Ion mobility-tandem mass spectrometry is a powerful tool for the study of 

complex oligosaccharide mixtures. Covalent derivatization and noncovalent modification can 

improve the utility of ion mobility for distinguishing isomeric mono- and oligosaccharides. Future 

directions for this work are also proposed. 

6.2. Progress with Carbohydrate Mixture Analysis 

 Carbohydrate analysis has been historically challenging due to the diversity of this class of 

biomolecules including various stereo- and regioisomers with the potential for branching and 

bonding at multiple sites. Due to these similarities, there is often a need for analysis beyond single 

stage mass spectrometry, which can determine the length of oligo- and polysaccharides in solution 

but does not give sufficient information to determine the different isobars composition. Tandem 

mass spectrometry can give some additional information, as certain regioisomers can generate 

characteristic fragments, depending on the fragmentation method used.10 However, many stereo- 

and regioisomers produce identical fragment ions by MS/MS and vary only in the abundances of 

these fragment ions.16-17 Therefore, using a combination of 1H and 13C NMR with MS/MS was 

necessary to confirm the presence of certain regio- and stereoisomers in model glucose 

polymerization reaction products, as shown in Chapter 2 of this dissertation.  

 As opposed to using NMR as a complementary technique, IM can be combined with 

MS/MS within the same experiment. Therefore, several shift reagents were analyzed for their 

potential to distinguish oligosaccharide mixtures by IM-MS/MS. 3C5NBA could be used as a 
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covalent derivatization agent with a reaction time of approximately 5 minutes for disaccharides 

and 30 minutes for monosaccharides at room temperature. This is significantly less than most 

previously reported covalent shift reagents such as 1-phenyl-3-methyl-5-pyrazolone, which takes 

2 hours to react at 70 ºC, and requires a post-reaction workup procedure.52 Experiments showed 

that 3C5NBA could distinguish six of the eight disaccharide standards and one of the four 

monosaccharides studied using IM-MS/MS. 

6.2.1. Cyclic Ion Mobility Advancements 

 Due to the promise of the 3C5NBA shift reagent, it was used with a higher resolution ion 

mobility spectrometer, the cyclic ion mobility-mass spectrometer that was a prototype at Waters 

Corporation at the time. Cyclic ion mobility was used to determine empirically how many passes 

could be used to maximize the IM resolution of these isobaric carbohydrate derivatives. This 

increase in IM resolution with a combination with MS/MS led to the ability to distinguish all eight 

disaccharide isomers and all four monosaccharide isomers, which was a great improvement over 

the Synapt HDMS which did not have cyclic ion mobility capabilities. 

 Cyclic ion mobility has been under development at Waters Corporation since 201747 with 

publications determining its utility emerging in 2019.49-51, 56 This includes a study by Ujma et al. 

in which pentasaccharide anomers as well as their open ring conformer were separated by cIM.49 

Additionally, the utility for the technique for protein analysis was investigated through determining 

the stability of proteins after multiple passes.51 Crude oil was also studied by cIM to determine its 

utility at distinguishing the isobars present.154 Through these studies, it was determined that tandem 

ion mobility could be an additional feature to add to further investigate the structures of ions by 

cIM as well as increase the potential resolution of the instrument by allowing sections of the arrival 
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time distribution to be isolated and subjected to further passes without interference from other 

isobaric ions in the original solution. Through subjecting the ions to a lower energy version of 

collision induced dissociation that would not induce fragmentation, the conformation could be 

altered to determine whether interconversion is possible. 

6.2.2. Noncovalent Shift Reagents for Carbohydrates 

 Alongside studies of 3C5NBA as a covalent shift reagent, L-malic acid and NMDA were 

determined to improve IM resolution of disaccharides as noncovalent shift reagents. They were 

compared to previously used shift reagents such as alkali metals,11 alkaline earth metals,12 and 

chloride.106 Amino acids had previously been investigated as IM shift reagents for 

monosaccharides57 and tripeptides were investigated as disaccharide shift reagents;155 however, 

amino acids and α-hydroxy have not been previously reported as IM shift reagents for 

disaccharides. The optimal shift reagents were determined empirically from a pool of ten amino 

and α-hydroxy shift reagents. L-malic acid and NMDA were found to improve the IM resolution 

for disaccharide separations over previously reported noncovalent shift reagents. As these are 

noncovalent interactions, the solutions can be analyzed immediately after mixing, which reduces 

sample preparation time. One drawback for these shift reagents was that they were not strongly 

binding. While this did not pose an issue for analysis by low pressure traveling wave IM analysis, 

it was an issue for atmospheric pressure drift tube IM experiments. Since the drift tube IM method 

improved the resolution of the separations, these shift reagents established in Chapter 4 were 

studied by a higher sensitivity IM method for Chapter 5. 

6.2.3. Frequency Modulated Ion Mobility Progress 
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 There have been many multiplexing methods developed to improve the sensitivity of 

atmospheric pressure drift tube ion mobility experiments. For example, Hadamard transform-

based multiplexing has been utilized for drift tube IM experiments with a Faraday plate detector35 

and time-of-flight156 and Orbitrap mass analyzers.31 Hadamard sequences involve pseudorandom 

gating sequences, and the sequence can be buffered with extended gate closures to assist with the 

typical issues that it encounters with artifacts.31, 35 The other popular multiplexing technique for 

atmospheric pressure DTIM has been based on the Fourier transform. This was proposed in 1985 

by Knorr et al.36 and has been applied with time-of-flight,37 ion trap,38 and most recently, Orbitrap 

mass spectrometry detection.39 The work presented in Chapter 5 indicates the first application of 

frequency modulated IM-Orbitrap MS to carbohydrates as well as its first application with a 

commercially available ion mobility spectrometer coupled to an Orbitrap mass analyzer. 

6.3. Proposed Future Directions 

6.3.1. Analysis of Prebiotic Carbohydrate Mixtures  

 Since model prebiotic reactions that form monosaccharides such as the formose82 and 

glyoxylose146 reactions are generally not selective and have many different products, increasing 

the complexity of the initial monomer solution has been pursued and warrants further exploration. 

The products of different monomers in wet-cold/dry-hot cycling conditions as well as the products 

of mixtures of monomers will give insight into the mechanisms of these reactions and a more 

realistic scenario in which glucose was not the only monosaccharide present. cIM along with the 

previously used NMR and MS/MS techniques could provide an additional means of confirming 

which isomeric oligosaccharides are present. LC could also be used to support the quantitative 

NMR results. 
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6.3.2. Combining IM-MS/MS with Other Separation Techniques 

 While IM-MS/MS has proven to be a useful technique for the rapid and sensitive analysis 

of oligosaccharide mixtures, as the complexity of solutions increases, it may be necessary to either 

add liquid chromatography separations or pre-analytical fractionation or enrichment of 

carbohydrates. Since carbohydrates generally have poor ionization efficiency,105 mixtures 

involving multiple classes of biomolecules will likely require one of these techniques to be 

employed. cIM has recently been combined with LC in a study of 1-β-O-Acyl-glucuronides by 

Higton et al.157 While cIM-MS/MS could distinguish the twelve carbohydrates studied, LC may 

be helpful for more complex mixtures involving various oligomer lengths and regio- and 

stereoisomers. LC would not be feasible to couple with the FTIM-Orbitrap MS method reported 

in Chapter 5 because the IM experiment sweep times were at least 2 minutes in all cases. For IM 

to be continuously analyzed after LC, the experiments would need to last at most around 1 second 

for good LC peak shape. However, pre-analytical methods such as fractionation or carbohydrate 

enrichment could be used with more complex samples to improve carbohydrate ionization for IM-

MS analysis. 

 Tandem IM in which ions are activated but not fragmented between IM analyses also 

warrants further exploration. Olivier et al. recently reported an IMn method for mannoside 

analysis.158 α1,2- and β1,2- mannooligosaccharide anomers, namely tri- and tetrasaccharides, were 

able to be separated by IM3 with the Select Series Cyclic IMS from Waters Corp. This could be 

applied to further study the oligosaccharides formed by model prebiotic reactions. IM2 was 

previously applied to the 3C5NBA derivatives of disaccharides, and it could also be applied to the 

3C5NBA monosaccharide derivatives as well as other oligomers as [M-H]- ions and with various 

shift reagents. 
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6.3.3. TENG MS Analysis of Carbohydrate Mixtures 

 A major drawback to carbohydrate MS analysis is the low ionization efficiency of this class 

of biomolecules. Certain covalent and noncovalent ligands can assist with this issue. Another 

approach is altering the ionization technique. TENG ionization was investigated for its impact on 

carbohydrate ionization when compared to standard electrospray with a DC power supply 

(Appendix A). TENG has shown promise for improving carbohydrate sensitivity with a limited 

sample of carbohydrates. 3C5NBA derivatives and L-malic acid and NMDA adducts could be 

investigated using TENG ionization to determine if the impact on sensitivity is consistent for 

modified carbohydrates. Due to the length of FTIM experiments, combining TENG ionization 

would be more complicated. ESI with a DC power supply is continuous, whereas TENG is pulsed; 

therefore, the TENG pulses and gate pulses for FTIM could cause interferences. However, TENG 

ionization could be coupled to cIM-MS in a relatively straightforward manner, due to the 

millisecond timescale for each experiment. 
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APPENDIX A. Mechanisms of Triboelectric Ionization MS of Carbohydrates and Other 

Analytes: Charge competition effects 

 

A.1. Abstract 

 Electrospray ionization (ESI) mass spectrometry of neutral carbohydrates has historically 

suffered from sensitivity issues due to poor ionization efficiency for this class of biomolecules. 

Triboelectric nanogenerators (TENG) have recently been applied to mass spectrometry ionization 

sources as an alternative to ESI. While it has been established that TENG ionization improves the 

sensitivity of MS over ESI for several classes of biological molecules, there has yet to be a 

systematic study of the effects of the matrix on ionization efficiencies and charge competition 

between the two methods. This investigated was undertaken, but due to inconsistencies in the 

emitters used for electrospray and TENG caused by supply chain issues tied to the COVID-19 

pandemic, the results were inconclusive and warrant further research. 

A.2. Introduction 

 As the most abundant class of biopolymers by mass, carbohydrates serve many functions 

in biology, including providing structure for cell walls,1 modifying proteins,4, 7-8 and serving 

integral roles in metabolism.5 Mass spectrometry has been used extensively for carbohydrate 

analysis including studies on biological oligosaccharides148, 150 and carbohydrates isolated from 

glycoproteins.149 However, neutral carbohydrates often have a low ionization efficiency by ESI 

due to poor desolvation.159 Additionally, ESI tends to ionize smaller carbohydrates more 

efficiently than larger ones, leading to decreased sensitivity for larger oligosaccharides. These 

issues can be less severe with the addition of a pre-ionization separation method such as LC. While 

LC improves sensitivity, it leads to much higher analysis times than direct infusion. 
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 TENG ionization is an alternative to ESI that has shown promise in increasing MS 

sensitivity.25 TENG involves the use of two electrodes with mechanical motion of another 

triboelectric layer to generate charge, which can be applied through an electrode in a sample 

solution to ionize molecules for MS analysis.25 TENG has shown improvements in ionization 

efficiency of lipids26, 160 and anti-malarials161 and metabolites.27 There are also other factors that 

can make TENG an attractive ion source, such as the ability to analyze low volume (sub-nanoliter) 

samples27 and differentially oxidize double bonds for lipids.26, 160 While TENG has been shown to 

improve ionization efficiency of several classes of compounds, there has yet to be a systematic 

study to compare charge competition and ionization suppression effects for TENG and ESI. 

 Ionization suppression has previously been systematically studied for select metabolites 

using LC-MS with an ESI source by Mallet et al.162 This study included raffinose, a neutral 

trisaccharide. Additives were chosen based on results of the study by Mallet et al.162 in order to 

determine the differential effects of ionization suppression with additives between TENG and ESI. 

Formic acid and ammonium hydroxide were chosen to show the impact of acids and bases on 

carbohydrate ionization for TENG and ESI, and ammonium formate and ammonium bicarbonate 

to approximate the effects of buffers on carbohydrate ionization with these two different sources. 

Formic acid, ammonium formate, and ammonium bicarbonate suppressed the raffinose signal, 

while ammonium hydroxide enhanced it. Herein, a study was undertaken to systematically analyze 

the ionization efficiency and ionization suppression for a panel of five carbohydrates: glucose, 

isomaltose, isomaltotriose, maltotetraose, and maltopentaose. 

A.3. Experimental 

A.3.1. Reagents and Materials 
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 Glucose, ammonium formate, ammonium bicarbonate, and ammonium hydroxide (28% 

solution) were obtained from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Isomaltose was purchased from TCI 

(Philadelphia, PA). Isomaltotriose and formic acid were obtained from VWR (Radnor, PA). 

Maltotetraose and maltopentaose were purchased from Carbosynth (San Diego, CA). Stock 

solutions (1 mM) were created for each of each carbohydrate and salt in 50/50 water/methanol. 

Formic acid and ammonium hydroxide stock solutions were prepared at 10% concentration in 

50/50 water/methanol. For analysis, the carbohydrates were diluted to 10 µM each. Variable 

concentrations of salts were used from 10-200 µM, and 0.01%-0.5% formic acid or ammonium 

hydroxide were used. 

A.3.2. TENG Ionization 

 All experiments were performed in negative mode on a Synapt G2 HDMS (Waters Corp., 

Wilmslow, UK). A large-area sliding freestanding TENG was used to apply electricity to an ESI 

ion source identical to that described previously except for the emitters used.27 The TENG sliding 

electrode was made of Nylon (12 × 12 cm), whereas the two stationary electrodes were made of 

fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP, 24 × 12 cm). ESI glass emitter tips (GlassTip, New 

Objective, i.d. 1.0 mm, o.d. 2.0 mm) were employed in all cases. The ESI emitters were mounted 

on an x, y, z manual linear stage (Thorlabs, Newton, NJ) to control their position with respect to 

the mass spectrometer inlet. Unless specified otherwise, the emitter tip was held 8–10 mm away 

from the inlet. A 0.25 mm diameter platinum wire was inserted into the emitters to provide electric 

contact with the sample solution. A linear motor (LinMot USA, Inc.) was used to operate the 

movable TENG slider electrode in all experiments. The TENG pulse settings were determined 

empirically to maximize the signal obtained while minimizing signal between pulses. A 5 second 

pulse period was used for TENG with a 1.5 second MS scan. This setup can be seen in Figure A.1. 
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Figure A.1. A photograph of the TENG ionization source connected to an electrospray emitter. 

 

A.4. Results and Discussion 

A.4.1. Comparison of TENG and ESI 

 The structures for the analytes in this study can be seen in Figure A.2. These include 

glucose as well as four glucose oligomers of various lengths from dimer to pentamer: isomaltose 

(glucopyranosyl-α-(1→6)glucose), isomaltotriose (diglucopyranosyl- α-(1→6)glucose), 

maltotetraose (triglucopyranosyl- α-(1→4)glucose), and maltopentaose (tetraglucopyranosyl- α-

(1→4)glucose). 
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Figure A.2. Structures of the carbohydrates utilized in this study. 

 

 A mixture of these five carbohydrates was analyzed by both TENG and ESI to determine 

the abundances for the [M-H]- ion of each one. When these results were compared, TENG 

consistently showed higher abundances than ESI across four different experiments, as shown in 

Table A.1. The effect seemed to be somewhat stronger for the smaller sugars, with glucose 

showing the highest change at a 2.3 times ratio for the TENG vs. ESI abundance. This decreases 

to 2 times for isomaltose and then to 1.7 times for the remaining three larger oligosaccharides. 

Table A.1. Comparison of the signal of TENG ionization vs. ESI for mixtures of five 

carbohydrates (10 µM each) over the course of four experiments performed on four different days. 

 Glucose Isomaltose Isomaltotriose Maltotetraose Maltopentaose 

TENG/ESI 

Ratio 
2.3 ± 0.8 2.0 ± 0.7 1.7 ± 0.6 1.7 ± 0.6 1.7 ± 0.5 

 

A.4.2. Impacts of Additives on TENG and ESI MS 

 Since TENG showed promise to increase sensitivity over ESI, it was investigated whether 

this effect was consistent when additives were present in solution. The additives used include 

formic acid, ammonium formate, ammonium bicarbonate, and ammonium hydroxide. While Table 

A.1 shows that TENG consistently had higher signal for all five carbohydrates with no additive 
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present, there were variable results when additives were included, as shown in Table A.2. 

Generally, TENG and ESI did not show significantly different abundances for any of the 

carbohydrates no matter the additive, but ammonium hydroxide seemed to suppress TENG signal 

more than ESI. The other three additives still showed higher abundances for TENG, but the 

differences between the methods were decreased. 

Table A.2. Comparison of the signal of TENG ionization vs. ESI for mixtures of five 

carbohydrates (10 µM each) over the course of four experiments at various concentrations of each 

additive (10-200 µM salts or 0.01-0.5% formic acid or ammonium hydroxide). 

TENG/ESI 

Ratio 
Glucose Isomaltose Isomaltotriose Maltotetraose Maltopentaose 

Ammonium 

hydroxide 
0.9 ± 0.4 0.9 ± 0.3 0.9 ± 0.3 0.9 ± 0.4 1.0 ± 0.5 

Formic acid 1.0 ± 0.4 1.2 ± 0.6 1.5 ± 1.0 1.5 ± 1.1 1.6 ± 1.4 

Ammonium 

formate 
1.2 ± 0.5 1.2 ± 0.3 1.2 ± 0.2 1.1 ± 0.2 1.1 ± 0.2 

Ammonium 

bicarbonate 
1.9 ± 1.3 1.6 ± 1.0 1.6 ± 1.2 1.4 ± 1.1 1.4 ± 0.9 

 

 In order to further study the impact of each individual additive, the pattern of the abundance 

of each carbohydrate at different concentration was assessed. There appeared to be inconsistencies 

in most of the observed patterns, which have been attributed to the emitters used having too high 

of a tolerance. For example, in Figure A.3a, there appears to be an increase in abundance from 0 

to 0.5% ammonium hydroxide that levels off around 0.1% of the additive. However, 0.01% 

ammonium hydroxide has lower abundance than 0% and thus deviates from this pattern. Similarly, 

for the ESI analog of the same additive, Figure A.3e shows an increase of abundance with 

increasing ammonium hydroxide concentration with the exception of the point at 0.1% ammonium 
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hydroxide. Ammonium bicarbonate and ammonium formate generally did not seem to impact the 

abundance for either TENG or ES ionization, as shown in Figure A.3b,c,f, and g. For formic acid, 

it appeared to increase the TENG abundance for maltopentaose in Figure A.3d with the notable 

exception of 0.5% formic acid. This may have been a true effect of this rather high concentration 

of formic acid or an effect of an emitter defect. Figure A.3h for ESI of maltopentaose with formic 

acid does not show a clear pattern. 
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Figure A.3. Abundance for maltopentaose as measured by TENG ionization MS (a-d) and ESI (e-

h) with the following additives: ammonium hydroxide (a,e), ammonium bicarbonate (b,f), 

ammonium formate (c,g), and formic acid (d,h). 
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A.5. Conclusions 

 TENG has demonstrated to ionize small carbohydrates more efficiently than ESI in the 

presence of no additives. However, this effect was not consistent in experiments involving 

additives. The increase in signal for TENG compared to ESI was reduced with the addition of any 

of the additives used. Notably, TENG showed lower abundances for each carbohydrate for 

ammonium hydroxide. Certain additives appeared to demonstrate a pattern with increased additive 

concentration, but there were inconsistencies caused by issues with the emitters used. Future 

experiments repeating these with smaller emitters and subsequently using TENG IM-MS with shift 

reagents such as 3C5NBA, L-malic acid, and NMDA would yield interesting results to determine 

the utility for TENG for carbohydrate mixture analysis. 
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